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EDITORIAL COMMENT

"ROOM FOR OPTIMISM"
Prospects
Prospects for
for more reading and better reading proficiency among the
now that we
we
elementary students in the nation are looking ever brighter, now
have
have bridged some
some of our attitude gaps and semantic chasms. We refer
specifically to the observable
observable evidence
evidence that parents are accepting the idea of
specifically
pre-school
pre-school experience
experience as
as the
the first
first step in reading training. We may further
closer cooperation between parents and early elementary teachers
note the closer
in
in helping
helping children build concepts,
concepts, learn various
various shapes,
shapes, time,
time, distance,
distance,
skills.
and other discriminatory skills.
Still another cheering fact is
is the way
way in which more and more
Still
elementary principals have educated themselves to build, evaluate, and
guide reading programs
programs in their buildings
buildings and systems. No
No longer are they
they
guide
finding th{'ms{'lves
themselves at th{'
the mercy
mercy of glib
glib publishers' representatives.
representatives. No
No
longer do
do principals
principals call
call school-wid{'
school-wide tests and aa remedial
remedial room
room aa reading
longer
program.
believe one
How did this measurable improvement come about? We believe
obstacle to progress
progress which
which is
is rapidly disappearing is
is the barrier of
obstacle
s{'mantics.
semantics. Many
Many parents used
used to think of sending their children "off to
school" as
as if education were
were a different process than what had been going
home. The idea
idea of home-life as
as the reading readiness
readiness step did not
on at
at home.
{'xist.
when teachers
teachers sought
sought to build continuity between home ex
exexist. Thus, when
was seen as interference from
perience and beginning literacy - the effort was
school.
new atmosphere that is
is building.
We feel a sense of gratitude for a new
Mothers of preschoolers
preschoolers are picking up materials made available to them at
Mothers
school, to better use
use games
games and activities that lay the foundation for ease
ease in
beginning reading.
reading. School boards
boards have seen the wisdom of facilitating
facilitating the
distribution of such
such materials. Enlightened
Enlightened principals
principals have
printing and distribution
used their talents as coordinators insteadof
instead of leaning on their authority. And
used
we will all
all gain immeasurably as our children grow
grow to maturity through
reading.
K{'nneth VanderMeulen
V and{'r M{'ult"n
Kenneth
Editor
Editor

TEACHING READING TO THE
HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILD
Judy I. Schwartz
QUEENS COLLEGE, CUNY

was Jimmy _ _ _ . I remember my sense of apprehension
His name was
when I saw that name included in my first-grade roster. It was not because
he was
was older than the others, having spent two years in kindergarten, or
that he was noticeably bigger. Jimmy was deaf. How, I wondered, could I
How, indeed, could I cope with his handicap?
help this child? How,
Because of recently enacted federal legislation which requires that
children with handicapping conditions receive their education in the "least
will be found in regular
restrictive environment" more children like Jimmy will
classrooms.
classrooms. More teachers will
will be faced with the responsibility of teaching
them. This does
does not mean wholesale
wholesale abandonment of hearing-impaired
and other handicapped children from the special resources available to
will be spending more of
them in the past. It does mean that such children will
classes. Here they will
their school time in regular classes.
will continue, in most cases,
to receive direct assistance from specially trained persons on a part-time
via the classroom teacher who, in
in turn,
tum, will
basis, or indirect assistance via
receive instruction and help from the special teacher serving as a resource
person. In any event, the regular classroom teacher will have an increased
responsibility in the education of the hearing-impaired child.
is a generic designation indicating a continuum of
Hearing-impaired is
loss from mild to profound. The hearing loss
loss is
is measured in
hearing loss
measure the relative intensity of
decibles (dB) which is the unit used to measure
mild -loss of
sound. Following are the categories of hearing-impairment: mild—loss
moderate
27-40 dB; mo
derate -loss of 56-70 dB; severe -loss of 71-90 dB; and
profound -loss
loss of more than 90 dB. Possibly because of better nutrition
and more effective treatment of infectious diseases, there are fewer deaf
today than in the past. There are also fewer so-called "normal
children today
deaf," those without additional handicapping conditions. The rubella
deaf,"
epidemic of several years ago produced children with various combinations
visual, auditory, and other categories of handicapping
of orthopedic, visual,
successful
conditions. However, the single most serious impediment to successful
achievement in general
general and
and to learning to read in particular is the
school achievement
deaf child's impaired language function.
THE
THE PROBLEM
PROBLEM

academic achievement of the deaf invariably find a
Studies of the academic
serious educational lag when compared to the hearing population. Dale
(1974)
(1974) estimates that
that normally hearing children may have a speaking
speaking
2000 words by the time they enter kindergarten. The
vocabulary of some 2000
The problem
problem appears
appears to
deaf may use only 250 words by the same age. The
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become accelerated with increasing age. Rosenstein and
and MacGinitie (1965)
older deaf children propor
propornote that younger deaf children outperform older
(1970) reports a discrepancy of approximately eight years
tionately. Hargis (1970)
between the mean
mean reading achievement of hearing
hearing and
and deaf
deaf children when
is made
mack after the completion
complt'tion of their
tlwir regular
rt'gular educational
educational
the comparison is
1963) used the
programs. Wrightstone, Aranow, and Muskovitz (1962, 1963)
Metropolitan Achievement Tests to study the performance
performance of over 5,000
deaf children in 73 school programs of various kinds in Canada and
and the
deaf
They found
found that the children's average gain
gain in reading
United States. They
less than one year. The
achievement in the age span of 10 to 16 years was less
found to have an average reading achievement grade
sixteen-year-olds were found
the Stanford Reading Achievement
of 3.5. Hammermeister (1971) used the
Test to measure the performance of deaf adults who had completed their
education at a residential school 7 to 13 years earlier. Significant gains
gains were
made on word meaning but not on the test of paragraph meaning.
That there was no improvement with age in the comprehension of
meaning expressed in paragraphs is
is significant and central to the
the problem
of language mastery by the deaf. As Goodman (1970) indicates, reading is a
complex process which involves
involves the reconstruction of meaning encoded in
complex
purpose is
is the comprehension of meaning intended by
written language. Its purpose
the writer. Comprehension results from the reader's active sampling from
and hypothesis-testing on the three categories of cue-systems which reside in
English: grapho-phonic cues arising from the relationship of sounds
symbols (graphemes);
(graphemes); syntactic cues arising
(phonemes) and
and their written symbols
out of the arrangement or order
order of words; and semantic cues which reside in
the meanings of the words in a passage. More proficient readers rely less
less on
than less
less
grapho-phonic cues and more on syntactic and semantic cues than
proficient
proficient readers in extracting the meaning from written material. It is
is
precisely in the areas of word meaning, particularly idiomatic, figurative
and abstract meanings, and syntax that the deaf have been found to be
deficient. For example, Quigley, et
et al.
al. (1976)
(1976) found that the syntactic rules
of standard English were not well
well established even in eighteen-year-old
subjects. Only simple transformations such as
as negation, question forfor
mation, and conjunction were mastered and then not completely so.
so.
Quigley, et
et at.
al. speculate that the deaf may perceive English as
as a linear
rather than as a hierarchial structure. For example, they may impose a
subject-verb-object pattern on sentences in which this order does not apply,
or they may connect the nearest noun and verb phrases. In any case, the
deaf do not have access
access to
to syntactic and semantic cues
cues to the degree that the
hearing do. The deaf child, like
proficient reader, has to rely
like the less
lessproficient
rely on the
less efficient grapho-phonic cues.
cues. Hartung (1970)
(1970) found no difference
less
visual perception
between deaf and hearing 77V&-9
~-9 year olds in the kind of visual
skill
skill which is
is necessary for use of grapho-phonic cues. More than fifty years
(1926) found deaf children to be superior to hearing
ago, Gates and Chase (1926)
children in the word perception skills
skills used in spelling. Yet,
Yet, their relative
inability to utilize semantic and syntactic cues may contribute to the low
low
ceiling of about fourth-grade level
level obtained by
by so
so many deaf persons in
reading achievement.
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There
There are
are probably
probably other
other contributing
contributing and
and confounding
confounding factors
factors as
as well.
well.
deaf
For
For one
one thing,
thing, the
the impact
impact of
of aa deaf
deaf child
child in
in aa hearing
hearing family
family (90%
(90% of
of deaf
children are
are born
born with
with hearing
hearing parents)
parents) isis great.
great. The
The natural,
natural, spontaneous
spontaneous
children
verbal
verbal interplay
interplay between
between mother
mother or
or other
other caregiver
caregiver and
and the
the infant
infant and
and
is often sharply curtailed or absent altogether. Gross
Gross (1970) found
toddler is
used less praise
praise and more verbal antagonism
that mothers of deaf children used
than mothers of hearing children. Under such conditions the child is
is not
stimulated to continue exploration with its vocal mechanism. Continued
linguistic development may be impeded in aa linguistically neutral or
negative environment.
Traditional deaf education practices have
have been cited by
by Furth (1966)
(1966)
Kohl (n.d.) as
as contributing to
to the retarded language development
development of
and Kohl
emphasizes
deaf children. The oral method of teaching the deaf to speak emphasizes
sound elements
elements and combinations,
combinations, phonetic spelling,
spelling,
lipreading, learning sound
and reading of orthographic forms
forms of English.
English. This has been the
predominant mode of teaching language to the deaf in the United States. It
is hypothesized that its
its major appeal lies
lies in the assumption that it can teach
is
the deaf to speak.
speak. What has
has always stigmatized
stigmatized the deaf is
is not their inability
to hear, but their inability to speak. To speak, to communicate in oral
is taken as
as a sign
sign of human intelligence.
intelligence. Not to be able to
to speak is
is
language is
to be cast in with the lot of those who are less than human. Animals are
so are the deaf who have not
called dumb because they cannot speak, so
mastered oral communication. It is
is no coincidence that the deaf for many
centuries were classed with the insane and retarded.
or some variation
Despite many years of instruction in the oral method or
of it, however, a natural sign
sign language persists as
as the most
most popular means of
communication among the deaf themselves. Even
Even in schools
schools or programs
where signing is
is expressly prohibited, one can observe
observe children using this
where
technique to communicate
communicate among themselves. Interestingly, an ad
administrator in a special school for the deaf remarked that it was the
the most
highly verbal children who were
were most
most resentful of being prevented from
using
using sign language. Obviously, the deaf themselves find
find this their most
most
effective means of communication. Furth (1966) recommends that parents
use a discriminable sign language with their deaf children for the
the first three
If parents made a discriminable sign for each word as they spoke it,
years. If
Furth contends, the child would learn the natural language.
language. The
The child
Furth
could be transliterated
would sign according to English syntax. The signs could
later to written form for the child to read.
have some
some structure
The natural sign language used by the deaf does have
dependent on paralinguistic
paralinguistic
and consistency. Yet, it is so context-bound, dependent
cues,
cues, concrete, and subjective (Trevoort, 1961) that it can neither be
be as
efficient nor sophisticated a mechanism for
for communication as a true
linguistic
linguistic system. However, the
the predominance of
of the
the oral
oral method is
diminishing with the concept that
that the deaf
deaf themselves or their guardians
ought to be able
able to decide
decide which system is used. A recent
recent New York State
law, for
for example,
example, mandates
mandates that
that aa school
school for
for the
the deaf
deaf offer
offer more
more than
than one
one
law,
teaching methodology
methodology so
so that
that parents
parents have
have the
the option
option of
of choice.
choice. Today,
Today,
teaching
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most schools offer, in
in addition to
to the oral method, one called total com
comwhich is a combination of
of the
the oral and manual (sign) language
munication which
methods.
methods.

LEARNING TO
TO RE.1D
RL·1D
LEARNING
BaslC Conditions
CondltlOns
Basic
There are certain basic conditions which must be met in order to
child to
establish the most favorable environment for teaching the deaf child
her own
O\vn feelings
read. First, the teacher must acknowledge honestly his or her
hearing-impairment in general, and about having a hearingabout hearing-impairment
is better to acknowledge feelings
feelings even if they are
impaired child in class. It is
negative,
negative, than
than to attempt to ignore or cover
cover them up. Most
Most teachers will
will
class with a good bit of anxiety - "Oh
"Oh
respond to the idea of a deaf child in class
no, why me?" may be the response. The teacher, who is usually already
burdened with many responsibilities, may find this just one too many,
feels lacking in the necessary
necessary skills to work
work
particularly if the teacher feels
successfully with the hearing-impaired child. Knowledge is often the best
successfully
antidote for fear. The teacher should seek out
out good references on teaching
visit a local school for the deaf, enroll in a college
the hearing-impaired, visit
course that deals with educating the handicapped, and consult with
specially trained personnel, if they are available.
feelings, the teacher will
will be in a better
Understanding his or her own feelings,
to help the rest
class relate positively to their
position to
rest of the children in the class
classmat~. The
hearing-impaired classmate.
The child's hearing impairment should be
acknowledged openly. It should be understood as simply one additional
physical feature of the child. Children will
physical
will be very
very curious about the child's
is
hearing aid. Its function should be explained simply. The teacher's goal is
to establish good peer relationships by removing any mystery which
dealing with it openly, honestly,
surrounds the hearing-impairment, and by dealing
and humaneiy.
humanely. The
The teacher should become quite familiar with the hearing
aid apparatus so as
as to be able to respond to signs
signs of its malfunction. For
example, the child's inconsist':'nt
inconsistent behavior might be caused by a problem
with the hearing aid such as
as fluctuating amplification.
Finally, a child's hearing impairment will
will necessitate certain simple
physical accommodations which soon become quite habitual. For example,
if the child relies primarily on lipreading, Northcott (1970) advises
advises that you
use
use a natural, clear voice
voice accompanied by normal facial expression. In
speaking to
to the child, face the light or window and stand at a distance of
about three feet.
feet, positioned at the child's eye level.
level.
V
oca bula 1)' Development
Vocabulary
The significance of oral language for learning to read which has been
by psycholinguistic theory is
is as
as valid for the deaf as
as for the
highlighted by
hearing child. However, the understanding vocabulary of several thousand
words and the unconscious grasp of the syntactic features of English which
we
we expect to be present in most native-speaking first-graders, cannot be
be
taken for granted with
with the deaf child. While experiences to increase
vocabulary are a part of all reading programs, they are at the very heart of
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reading programs
programs for
for the
the deaf.
deaf. As
As Streng
Streng (1964)
(1964) observes,
observes, language
language isis the
the
reading
primary concern
concern in
in teaching
teaching deaf
deaf children
children to
to read.
read.
primary
The development
development of
of vocabulary
vocabulary should be
be aa central
central and
and continuing
continuing
The
activity
activity in
in each
each day's
day's plan.
plan. Fitzgerald
Fitzgerald (1957)
(1957) indicates
indicates that
that systematic
systematic and
and
consistent training in
in vocabulary isis necessary
necessary in each subject and in relation
to every
every activity.
activity. The development of vocabulary isis begun quite informally
when the child first
first enters school
school and centers
centers on the child's own
own personal
when
being ~
his or her interests, needs,
—his
needs, and activities. The Clarke School (1972)
advises
use
advises that formal vocabulary development begin when the child can use
some spontaneous language. At this point, daily experiences which are
ones to
to which
which vocabulary is
is related: recess,
recess,
repeated routinely are the ones
snacktime, lunch, library, etc. As
As the child's interests widen, so
so does the
range of vocabulary
vocabulary development: television programs, vacations,
vacations, trips,
neighborhood, etc.
etc. Words are never
never presented or used in isolation. They
are always used in meaningful contexts.
activities include: labeling, such as parts of the face,
face, kinds
Vocabulary activities
of clothing, children's
children's names;
names; classifying and categorizing objects
objects such as
as
plastic tableware by
by kind and color;
color; pairing synonyms; linking
sorting plastic
with a given noun;
noun; classifying verbs
verbs according
accoiding to
appropriate adjectives with
action such as
as movement
movement verbs,
verbs, sound verbs,
verbs, feeling
feeling verbs;
verbs; and experiences
with words
words of multiple meanings.
meanings. For example, to help the child unun
with
make there should be planned
derstand the different meanings
meanings of the word make
experiences
presents, and making
experiences of making
makz"ng foods, making
makz"ng presents,
makz"ng constructions
various artistic
artistic media. Subsequently,
Subsequently, as
as the speaking vocabulary
out of various
begins to form the core of the reading vocabulary, charts are made to
display, illustrate, classify, and categorize new words. In addition, the deaf
child's
child's vocabulary
vocabulary development will be facilitated by the presence of
spontaneous language
language models enrich the verbal milieu.
hearing peers whose spontaneous
role in the child's language development
The significance of the parents' role
underestimated. The teacher will want to develop
develop a
should not be underestimated.
cooperative relationship with the parents so that home
home and school can
can work
build the
the child's language function. The Clarke
Clarke School for the
the
together to build
(1972) offers these suggestions to parents: talking
talking with the child in
Deaf (1972)
and
complete sentences; making a conscious effort at adding new words and
phrases; having a positive attitude toward the hearing aid, being certain
that
that the child wears it all the time, and checking regularly to see if it is in
working order; being a good listener, allowing the child to express him-orherself; telling and reading stories aloud; providing meaningful and
and en
enproviding a positive
joyable experiences such as cooking and taking trips; providing
atmosphere toward reading in the home —letting
~ letting the child see reading
being done regularly and routinely by all family members; and visiting the
public library
liJ:>rary regularly.
Word Recognition
Recognz"tz"on
The
The first printed words presentedto
presented to the child should be highly familiar
The child
child
ones which have distinct physical or configuration features. The
should
should be
be taught
taught an
an awareness
awareness and
and recognition
recognition of
of his
his or
or her
her name
name first
firs.t as
as it
it
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appcars on
on personal
personal possessions
possC'Ssions suchas
such as aa lunchbox
lunchbox or
or cubbyhole,
cubby hole, and
and later
latcr
appears
as it
it appears
appears in
in aa sentencethat
sentence that is
is meaningful
meaningful to
to the
the child.
child. When
When aa child
child has
has
as

mastered
mastered its
its own
own name,
name, awareness
awareness and
and recognition
recognition of
of classmates'
classmates' names
names
should be
be taught.
taught. Then
Then the
the child
child is
is introduced
introduced to
to names
names of
of others
others such
such as
as
should
and family members. From this point the child is introduced
introduced to con
conpets and
meaningtul contexts. On completion of an activity the
nected language in meaningful
teacher
tcacher discusses it and
and writes a simple descriptive sentence. The
The child then
then
illustrates the
the sentence.
sentence. Familiar
Familiar words
words are
are noted
noted and
and identified
identified in
in different
different
illustrates

settings such as books and filmstrips. Activities to give practice in noticing
visual patterns
patterns are begun: matching identical
similarities and differences in visual
pictures; matching identical letter forms; selecting
selecting a word which differs
from the others;
others; matching words; associating printed words with pictures;
printed sentences with illustrations.
illustrations. Words that
that are mastered
associating printed
should be printed
printed on one inch cards which the child keeps and reviews.
These word cards
cards are
are also used by the child to construct
construct sentences. The
These
manipulation of words as sentence segments into proper
proper positions helps to
give the child a visual
visual representation of language structure. As
As the child
give
proficiency in perceiving
perceiving specific characteristics of printed material,
gains proficiency

the teacher introduces additional word recognition techniques such as

phonics, structural analysis, and phonetic respelling.
Comprehensz'on
Comprehension

Practice in comprehension of spoken language
language will
will naturally precede
activities designed to improve reading comprehension. For example, the
tcacher makes an
an oral
oral command, statement, or question to which the child
child
teacher

responds.
responds. Later the child's
child's response will be to a written command,
work with picture stories,
stories, first
first single
single
statement or question. The child will work
and subsequently two-or-three sentence stories.
stories. The child selects
selects which
picture is
is illustrative of the story.
story. Or, the child physically
physically enacts or
two-todramatizes the meaning of first a single sentence story, and later two-tothree sentence stories. To build sentence memory the child responds to
simple
simple commands written and shown on flash
flash cards.
cards. To give
give practice in
story sequence, the child rearranges a series
series of simple
simple illustrations
recalling story
to conform to the correct sequence of events.
Or, an experience chart can be
events.Or,
composed
composed on sentence strips
strips which
which are scrambled. The child then
rearranges them in the order that the events
events actually occurred in
in the exex
perIence.
perience.
After the child has acquired some
some skill
skill in literal comprehension of
written material, practice at the interpretation level is
is begun. For
For example,
example,
in order to teach the child to recognize
recognize aa passage's
passage's main idea aa sequence of
activities such as
as the following
following may be used:
used: the teacher asks
asks specific
specific
questions which
which the
the child
child answers and from
from this
this the
the teacher formulates
formulates the
questions
asks specific questions which the child answers,
answers,
main idea; then the teacher asks
in this
this acti\ity
activity the child formulates the main idea; then the child both
but in
asks
asks the quC'Stions
questions and formulates the main idea;
idea; finally,
finally, the child forfor
mulates the main idea immediately after reading the story. Variations on
this
this sequence involve
involve having the child read aa paragraph and then select
select or
write
write aa title
title for
for it.
it. Or,
Or, give
give the
the child
child aa title
title and
and have
have the
the child
child compose
compose aa
story
storv for
for it.
it.
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Problems
Problems in
in comprehension
comprehension usually
usually arise
arise for
for the
the deaf
deaf child
child with
with the
the use
use
of
of more
more complex
complex reading
reading material
material which
which isis marked
marked by
by idiomatic
idiomatic and
and
figurative
figurative language,
language, and
and sophisticated
sophisticated syntax.
syntax. As
As noted
noted earlier,
earlier, itit isis
precisely
precisely in
in these
these domains
domains where
where the
the deaf
deaf child's
child's language
language isis deficient.
deficient.
Some believe
believe as
asStreng
Streng(1964)
(1964) does,
does, that
that mastery
masteryof
reading material
material at
at the
the
Some
of reading
intermediate level
level and
and above
above by
by the
the deaf
deaf child
child requires
requires aa planned,
planned,
intermediate
systematic program
program of
of instruction
instruction in
in the
the basic
basic structures
structures of
of English.
English. In
In any
any
systematic
case, the
the teacher
teachermust
must preview
preview selected
selected reading
readingmaterial
very carefully
carefully for
for
case,
material very
potential
potential causes
causes of
of difficulty
difficulty such
such as
as colloquial,
colloquial, metaphoric,
metaphoric, and
andfigurative
figurative
language and
and then
then provide
provide the
the child
child with
with direct
directinstruction
onthese
these points.
points.
language
instruction on
The
The t('ach('r
teacher will
will stress
stress the
the importance
importance of
of the
the verb
verb as
as the
the word
word that
that directs
directs
the action
action of
of the
the sentence.
sentence. The
The child
child will
will be
be taught
taught to
to find
find the
the verb
verb in
in
the
complex
complex sentences
sentences or
or those
those with
with unusual
unusual word
word order.
order. The
The teacher
teacher will
will
instruct the
the child
child to
to locate
locate the
thesubject
andverb
andthen
then think
think the
themeaning
instruct
subject and
verb and
meaning
of the
thesentence
through. ItIt isis essential
essential to
torelate
the more
more complex
complex meanings
meanings
of
sentence through.
relate the
encountered
encountered in
in intermediate
intermediate level and
and above reading
reading material
material to
to actual
actual
experiences the
the child
child can
can understand.
understand. If
If the
the child,
child, for
for example,
example, has
has difdif
experiences
the conditional, the
the teacher
teacher might
might say, "Remember
ficulty understanding the
Jimmy, we said
said that
that if itit doesn't rain, then the
the class can
can go
go outside after
after
lunch." Then
Then this
this isisrelated
back to
to the
the written
written sentence
sentence in
in question.
question.
lunch."
related back
Reading Materials
Materials

Quill (1959)
(1959) cites
cites the
the following
following as
as prerequisites
prerequisites to
to introducing
introducing the
the deaf
deaf
Quill
child to
to reading
reading from
from books:
books: an
an understanding
understanding vocabulary
vocabulary of
of at
at least
least 500
500
child
grasp of connected language with some skill in usingit;
using it; sentence
words; a grasp
the mechanics of reading
reading such
such as
as left-to-right eye
eye
memory; skill in the
progression; and a desire
desir(' to read. Actually, the teacher will
will create much of
the
th(' child's beginning reading material primarily in the
the form of experience
charts
charts and individual booklets. These begin
begin with a single line
line which is
is
by an illustration. Gradually, these charts grow to two and
accompanied by
early charts
more simple sentences which are also illustrated. Most of the early
will illustrate a single verb, such as
We
We see
see stores.
stores.
We
We see
see houses.
houses.
more different verbs:
Then charts will incorporate sentences with two or more
We
We went
went to
to the
the zoo.
zoo.
We
We saw
saw animals.
animals.
Later, the
the charts
charts will
will begin
begin to
to incorporate
incorporate aa beginning
beginning notion
notion of
of the
the
Later,
paragraph. Even
Even though
though sentences
sentences are
are still
still written
written on
on separate
separate lines,
lines, they
they
paragraph.
now
now begin
begin to
to show
show aa clearer
clearer relationto
relation to each
each other.
other. Forexample,
For example,
Mary
Mary has
has aa new
new dress.
dress.
ItIt is
is pink
pink and
and white.
white.
Her
is pretty.
pr('tty.
H('r new
new dress
dress is
Thus,
Thus. in
in aa rather
rather carefully
carefully programmed
programmed manner,
manner, the
the deaf
deaf childisgradually
child is gradually
introduced to
to language
language of
of increasing
incr('asing semantic
s('mantic and
and syntactic
syntactic complexity.
complexity.
introduced
Becaus(' of
of the
th(' deaf
deaf child's
child's limited
limit('d grasp
grasp of
of the
the semantic
semantic and
and syntactic
syntactic
Because
f('atur('s of
of English,
English, reading
r('ading from
from books
books often
often presents
presents numerous
numerous dif
diffeatures
ficulti('s. The
Th(' so-called
so-call('d Sanders
Sanders Reader
Read('r was
was prepared
prepared byAlexander
by Alexander Graham
Graham
ficulties.
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B{'ll in
in 1873
1873 for
for use
use by
by aa six-year-old
six-year-old deaf
d{'af child
child because
because other
other suitable
suitable
Bell
printed material
material was
was not
not available.
available. There
There isis still
still aa good
good deal
deal of
of
printed
dissatisfaction with
with current
curr{'nt reading
reading material
material primarily
primarily because
because of
of its
its un
undissatisfaction
controlled presentation
pres{'nt3tinn of
of syntactic
syntactic structures
structur('S For
Fnr example,
f'x<1mplf', Hargis.
Hargis. et
et al.
ai.
controlled
(1C)7~) tested
t('~t('d the
the hypothesis
hyvothesis that
that the
thr direct
dirrct discourse
discours(' format,
format. which
which isis
(1973)
fr{'qu{'ntly found
found in
in beginning
beginning basal
basal reading
reading series,
series, contributes
contributes to
to the
the
frequently
reading difficulty
difficulty experienced
expnienc{'d by
by hearing-impaired
h{'aring-impair{'d children
childr{'n at
at the
the firstfirstreading
grade reading level. To test thehypothesis
the hypothesis they selected randomly stories of

about
—from aa
about 500
500 words
words long-conversational
long-conversational and
and nonconversational
nonconversational-from

popular reading
r{'ading series. Students
Stud{'nts from the Tennessee School for the
th{' Deaf
w{'r{' reading at first-grade level were
w{'re selected randomly and then
who were
randomly assigned to the conversational and non-conversational stories.
R{'suits revealed
r{'waled a statistically significant difference
difference in achievement
achi{'vement
Results
th{' group using the
th{' nonconversational stories. Hargis (1970)
favoring the
bcli{'ves the solution may lie
lie in the useof
use of specially prepared readers which
which
believes
control syntactical structures, and idiomatic and figurative
figurativ{' elements
{'lements as well
control
and].
P{'t{'rs (1973) have compiled
compil{'d an annotated
annolated listing
as vocabulary. N. and
J. Peters
mat{'rials in reading
r{'ading and other curriculum areas which were
were selected
selected for
of materials
th{'ir relative
r{'lativ{' ease.
{'ase. The
The teacher may also
also find an earlier compilation of
their
Spach{' (1960) to be helpful in locatingsuitable
locating suitabl{' printed
print{'d material.
Spache(1960)
Th{'
languag{' competence
com~tenc{' which
which we
we rightfully ascribe
ascribe to most
The natural language
nativ{'-sp{'aking children
childr{'n cannot be assumed present
pr{'sent in the hearinghearingnative-speaking
impaired child.
child. Instead, the hearing-impaired child
child usually arrives at
school with a serious
s{'rious language
languag{' deficit. A slow, deliberate
delib{'rate and carefully
school
design{'d instructional
instructional programcan
program can help
help to
to reduce
reduce thislanguagedeficiency.
this language deficiency.
designed
A
th{' deaf
d{'af is
is distinguished from
from a regular teaching
A reading
r{'ading plan for the
program
program not
not by
by qualitativ{'
qualitative differ{'nc{'s,
differences, but by
by quantitative ones. It isis
characterized by
by small.
small, systematic and carefully planned increments in
instruction.
instruction, much r{'vi{'w
review and r{'inforcement,
reinforcement, and the use of materials which
control th{'
the s{'mantic
semantic and syntactic {{'atures
features ot
of th{'
the language. Hut,
But, iike
like any
good
good r{'ading
reading program.
program, itit isis baS{'d
based on
on th{'
the child's oral
oral language, itit US{'S
uses the
child's int{'r{'sts
interests as a sourc{'
source of material.
material, it teach{'s
teaches skills functionally and in
context.
context, and itit sees compr{'h{'nsion
comprehension of m{'aning
meaning as
as th{'
the primary
primary function of
reading.
side the
reading. Th{'
The lwaring-impair{'d
hearing-impaired child
child can
can I{'arn
learn to
to r{'ad
read along
alongside
the rest
rest of
of
th{'
the class.
class.
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One of
of the
the most
most revealing
revealing diagnostic
diagnostic devices
devices used
used in
in the
the elementary
elementary
One
evaluate the
school is oral reading. By using oral reading the teacher can evaluate
child's ability to respond to punctuation marks, to apply
apply phonics, to
recognize basic sight words, to phrase correctly, and to apply other reading
child's strengths and weaknesses can easily be determined
skills. The child's
through
through the use of oral reading, and an individual improvement program

can be based on an evaluation of reading skills as reflected by oral reading.
Without question, oral reading is
is an essential activity for effective teaching.

Oral reading, however, is
is not an extensively used activity. Oral reading
outside the classroom. Most reading is silent, and,
and, even
is not often utilized outside
is used more often than
than oral reading.
in the classroom, silent reading is
Oral Reading in the Classroom
Classroom
Oral

The purpose of oral reading
reading is
is to share with
with others.
others. This sharing may
may
from reading
reading to the teacher
teacher for
for diagnostic purposes to readingto
reading to the
range from
whole class
class for skill-development, information, or recreation (Smith &
&
whole
Johnson, 1976).
some enduring positive contributions
Practice in oral reading can make some
to the child's
child's growth.
growth. When
When reading orally.
orally, the child
child can develop poise,
social
social status, self-confidence,
self-confidence, a feeling
feeling of success and belonging,
belonging, a good
speaking voice, the
the ability to
to read
read while having eye contact
contact with the
the
audience.
audience, and a positive self-image.
A
A good
good oral
oral reader
reader can
can give the
the listener aa reading
reading pattern
pattern to
to emulate.
emulate.
Also.
Also, the reader who
who correctly
correctly applies
applies reading skills can give
give the listener
listener aa
feeling for
for language. Just
Just as
as an
an artist
artist can
can paint
paint aa picture
picture using oils and
and aa
brush.
brush, an author can create characters, scenes,
scenes, and plots through lines
lines of
print;
lines to life.
print; and aa good
good reader
reader can
can bring
bring these
theselinesto
On the other hand, while
while the child isis reading orally, the peers may
perceive
perceive him or her
her as
as aa poor
poor reader who
who unwittingly
unwittingly mispronounces
mispronounces words
words
and
and changes
changes perfectly
perfectly readable
readable print
print into
into an
an enigma
enigma by
by ignoring
ignoring puncpunc
tuation
tuation marks
marks and
and by
by misapplying
misapplying word
word attack
attack skills.
skills. Therefore,
Therefore, an
an oral
oral
reading performance
performance could
could result
result in
in the
the reader's
reader's loss
loss of
of poise,
poise, social
social status,
status,
n-ading
and
and confidence.
confidence.
Oral
Oral reading
reading isis used
used in
in three
three settings
settings in
in the
the elementary
elementary classroom.
classroom. One
One
setting
setting isis the
the teacher-pupil
teacher-pupil conference
conference where
where the
the child
child reads
reads to
to the
the teacher
teacher
in
in aa one-to-one
one-to-one relationship.
relationship. This
This conference
conference should
should be
be "as
"as private
private as
as
an
possible;
possible: ideally.
ideally, with
with only
only the
the teacher
teacher listening"
listening" (Durkin,
(Durkin, 1970).
1970). This
This isisan
excellent
excellent diagnostic
diagnostic technique
technique for
for making
making an
an assessment
assessment of
of the
the child's
child's
growth
growth in
in reading
reading skills
skillsand
and comprehension.
comprehension.
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Oral
Oral reading
reading is
is also
also used
used in
in small
small subgroups
subgroups where
where children
children have
have been
been

placed
placed according
according to
to need,
need, interest,
interest, or
or achievement.
achievement. The
The teacher
teacher is
is better
better
able
able to
to meet
meet the
the individual
individual needs
needs of
ofthe
the children
children by
by using
using this
this homogeneous
homogeneous

grouping.
grouping. When
When reading
reading orally
orally in
in this
this situation,
situation, the
the child
child will
will read
read to
to aa
limited number
number of
of peers
peers whohave
who have comparable
comparable ability
ability and
and achievement.
achievement.
limited
At
At other
other times,
times, the
the whole
whole classmay
class may constitute
constitute the
the reading
reading group.
group. In
In this
this
situation, the
the child
child will
will read
read orally
orally to
to all
all members
members of
of the
the class.
class. This
This activity
activity
situation,
tends
tends to
to be
be competitive
competitive and
and unfair
unfair to
to the
the less
less capable
capable children
children unless
unless the
the
reading material
material is
is on
on aa very
very low
low level,
level, or
or the
the slow
slow readers
readers have
have had
had an
an
reading

opportunity
opportunity to read the material orally
orally with
with teacher assistance
assistance prior to the
reading
reading period. In
In addition,
addition, the
the teacher's
teacher's disciplinary
disciplinary control
control isis spread
spread thin
thin
in this situation,
situation, and
and children
children are
are more prone
prone to
to make
make derogatory
derogatory remarks
remarks

about poor readers. This would constitute "an undesirable audience
et. al.,
aI., 1974).
1974).
situation" (Dallman, et.

The possession of the necessary skills for oral reading should
should not be the
only criterion used for selecting a child to read. The child should also be
ready. All
All of these
these areas must be
emotionally, socially, and physically ready.
considered
considered before a child
child is called
called on to read
read orally in a group situation with
with
an audience. Of course,
course, the same rule applies to other academic activities
activities as
well.
well.

Restricting Oral Reading

Too often,
often, teachers
teachers perform
perform acts
acts in teaching
teaching that are not only
only non
nonproductive but
productive
but are detrimental to
to learning and
and the
the child. Obviously, no
no
injurious act
act should
should be
be performed
performed in
in the
the classroom.
classroom. There
There are
are times,
times,
injurious
however,
however, when oral reading can hurt the child.
Perhaps the
the teacher-pupil
teacher-pupil oral
oral reading
reading conference
conference presents
presents the
the least
least
Perhaps
because itit excluded
excluded aa peer audience.
audience. Small
Small group and
threat to the child because
can be
be threatening.
threatening, and,
and, in
in these situations, the
the
whole class reading sessions can
involve the child in oral reading. The
teacher must decide whether to involve
decision must
must be
be made with
with consideration being given
given to
to all
all aspects
aspects of the
decision
child's development and achievement.
When specific
specific conditions
conditions exist,
exist, the
the teacher
teacher should
should be
be very
very concerned
concerned
When
about
about requiring
requiring the
the child
child to
to read
read orally:
orally:
1. The
The child
child has
has distracting
distracting mannerisms.
mannerisms. ItIt isis especially
especially harmful
harmful ifif other
other
1.
class point
pointout
out and
and laugh
laugh at
at aa child's
child'smannerisms.
members of
of the
the class
members
mannerisms.
2. The
The child
child stutters
stutters under
under stress
stress or
or strain.
strain. Reading
Reading problems
problems produce
produce
2.
stress and
and strain,
strain, and
and stress
stress and
and strain
strain produce
produce stuttering.
stuttering. The
The child's
child's
stress
stuttering causes
causes problems
problems in
inreading,
reading, and
andthe
thecycle
cycle repeats
repeats itself.
itself.
stuttering
3. The
The child
child does
does not
not have
have the
the vocabulary
vocabulary or
or reading
reading skills
skills necessary
necessary to
to
3.
cope
the reading
copesuccessfully
successfully with
withthe
readingmaterial.
material.
some distracting
distractinginjury
injurywhich
which isisreadily
readilynoticed
noticed by
byother
other
4. The
The child
child has
has some
4.
children in
in the
the class.
class. Children
Children naturally
naturally become
become curious
curious and
and distracted.
distracted.
children
These injuries
injuries are
areoften
oftenseen
seen ininschool:
school: aatlack
black eye.
eye. aacut
cuton
onthe
theface,
face, or
or
These
aa cut
cut or
or bandage
bandage on
on the
the head.
head.
5. The
The child
child has
has recently
recently had
had aa traumatic
traumatic experience.
experience. These
These are
are very
very
5.
emotional experiences
experiences for
for children:
children: aa death
death of
of aa parent,
parent, death
death of
of aa
emotional
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brother or
or sister
sister or
or some other
other close
close family
family member,
member, or
or some
some other
other
brother
catastrophic happening.
happening.
catastrophic
6. The
The child
child has
has some
some permanent
permanent disability
disability which
which has
has resulted
resulted in
in
6.
emotional trauma,
trauma, extreme
extreme self-consciousness,
self-consciousness, or
or introversion.
introversion.
emotional
7.
7. The
The child has aa temporary dental problem. After losing some front
teeth, the child must learn to
to compensate tor
for this loss
loss before he or she
can be understood by others.
These conditions, which are representative, do not have the same
every child. Some
Some children having one or more
more of these problems
impact on every
should be kept from reading orally because of possit-le
possible injurious effects;
effects;
whereas, other more emotionally secure, self-confident children with the
actively involved
involved in oral reading activities without
same problems can be actively
repercussions.
Children at different ages
ages have diverse
diverse attitudes toward reading and
less conscious of
reading problems. Younger children tend to be less
mispronunciations and other errors made during oral reading. But as
as they
grow in age and sophistication, the children become more perceptive of the
As they progress
progress through the various
various grades, the
lack of good reading skills. As
children's range of achievement and the number and complexity of their
reading problems increase; and the children become more acutely aware of
their reading problems and those of others.
is more demanding on the child than silent reading. Since
Oral reading is
oral
oral reading is a demanding activity, the classroom teacher should consider
more than basic skills
skills when calling on a child to read aloud. The teacher
more
should consider the child's social, emotional, and physical levels
levels of
silently, the child has the opportunity to
maturation. When reading silently,
loss
mispronounce words, skip words, and ignore punctuation without the loss
of social status or self-confidence.
Every child is unique; therefore, each individual reacts differently to
personal and academic problems. Tne teacher must judge
judge each case to
oral reading in front of peers should
should be curtailed, and
and if so, for
determine if oral
that confront
confront
how long. The teacher must be cognizant of the problems that
judgments accordingly. Oral reading
reading is an
pupils, and he or she must make judgments
but there are
are times
times when
when it can be coun
counexcellent teaching device, but
terproductive, and even
even detrimental.
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Teachers do not listen to children's
children's strategies
strategies for interacting with their
preferring to dominate the lesson with questions of factual
language, often preferringto
recall (Guszak, 1967). To make matters worse, when asking recall questions
good readers
readers more time than poor readers to formulate
they tend to give good
answers (Sucher, 1967).
1967). Teachers react in this manner even though
though many
many of
answers
them instinctively know that children need to interact with language in
clarify cognitive structure. They do this, according to Frank Smith
order to clarify
new categories of
oflearning
(1975), by constantly creating new
learning and/or redefining
which
learned categories. Smith calls language the major medium through which

children learn of the existence of new categories of learning (p. 127). He
categories through an elaborate yet
further states that children learn of categories
which children will take part in in
ininnate scheme of hypothesis testing which
opportunity. With this
this theory
theory in mind, a
tuitively if given the right opportunity.
has been
been developed called
calledthe
technique has
the Interactive Cloze Procedure. The
authors
gives students the all-important
authors feel the
the technique
techniquegives
all-important time
time they
they need to
to
explore language
in its
forms, make
languagein
its rich
rich and
and varied
variedforms,
make hypotheses concerning
concerning
why certain
to create
certain words are
are chosen by
by authors
authorsto
create images in
in the mind
mind of the
reader, and interact with
with peers
peers and the teacher about words
words and the
categories those words represent. The
The paper will give
give the
the background
background
research
research concerning cloze techniques,
techniques, detail
detail the steps
steps teachers would
would follow
to use
use Interactive Cloze, report behavioral observations within the
classroom setting,
setting, and
and indicate
indicate direction
direction for
for research
research into the efficacy
efficacy of
this procedure.
Bar;kground
Background
The
The cloze
cloze procedure
procedure (Taylor,
(Taylor, 1953)
1953) isis recognized
recognized as
as aa means
means of
determining
determining level
level of
of comprehension
comprehension and
and readability.
readability. Research
Research efforts,
efforts,
however,
however, have
have not
not consistently
consistently supported
supported the
the cloze
cloze as
as an
an effective
effective inin
structional
structional procedure
procedure for
for facilitating
facilitating comprehension
comprehension of
of prose
prose material
material
(Jongsma,
(Jongsma, 1971).
1971). As
As early
early as
as 1962,
1962, Blommer
Blommer used
used the
the cloze
cloze as
as aa remedial
remedial
teaching'technique
teaching technique for
for students
students enrolled
enrolled in
in aa college
college reading
reading program.
program.
Although
Although cloze
cloze exercises
exercises were
were concluded
concluded to
to have
have aa positive
positive effect
effect on
on
comprehension and
and college
college grade
grade point
point average,
average, faulty
faulty experimental
experimental
comprehension
designs
designs and
and threats
threats to
to internal
internal validity
validity rendered
rendered the
the results
results tentative
tentative at
at best.
best.
The
The point
point must
must be
be made
made that
that the
the "teacher"
"teacher" served
served only
only as
as aa record-keeper
record-keeper
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and
and made
made no
no effort
effort to
to interact
interact with
withstudents.
students. Martin
Martin (1968),
(1968),however,
however, asked
asked
students
students in
in aa class
class setting
setting to
to verbalize
verbalize reaso.lS
reasons for
for deletion
deletion responses.
responses. Both
Both
experimental
and transformational
experimentalgroups
groups(instruction
(instruction in
in the
the cloze
cloze strategy
strategyand
transformational
grammar)
significant diff('r('nc('s
grammar) scored
scored statistically
statisticallysignificant
differences ov('r
overth('
the control
control group.
group.
Th('
The dow
cloze group
group mad('
made significant
significant gaim
gains in
in word
word m('aning.
meaning, paragraph
paragraph
comprehension, and
and selection
selection of
of key
key words.
words.
comprehension,
In
In an
an effort
effort to
to extend
extend Martin's
Martin's verbalization
verbalization strategy
strategy into
into aa structured
structured
teaching
teaching paradigm,
paradigm, the
the Interactive
Interactive Cloze
Cloze Procedure
Procedure has
has been
been developed.
developed.
The
attention to
The procedure
procedure isis designed
designed to
to 1)
1) promote
promote close
closeattention
to the
the structure
structure and
and
patterns of print resulting in
in increased comprehemion,
comprehension, 2)
2) enable students
to
to effectively use
use context
context clues
clues and grammatical
grammatical syntax
syntax to
to ascertain
ascertain the
the
appropriateness
appropriateness of
of aa respome,
response, 3)
3) provide aa setting
setting for
for positive interaction
interaction
among students
students concerning
concerning material
material read,
read, and 4)
4) encourage
encourage students
students to
to
become active rather than passive participants
participants in
in classroom reading
reading acac
tivities.
The following steps make
make up
up the
the Interactive Cloze Procedure teaching
teaching
paradigm:
1)
1) Select aa 100-500 word
word passage from
from aa textbook. The passage should
should be
be
one that students have
have had difficulty
difficulty comprehending or one that the
instructor feels is
understand.
is important for
for them to
to fully
fullyunderstand.
2)
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and/or
2) Make
Make appropriate lexical
lexical deletions
deletions of nouns,
adverbs accordingly.
accordingly. The form
form of,
of, and number of speech
speech deletions
deletions can
be varied according to purpose of teaching.
3) Ask students to complete
complete the cloze passage individually, filling
filling in as
3)
appropriate time limits
limits
many blanks as possible. The teacher can decide appropriate
task depending on the difficulty level of the passage.
for the task
4) Divide students
students into small groups, three to four
four students per group.
group.
4)
Instruct them to compare answers and come to a joint decision as to the
best response for each blank.
5) Reassemble
Reassemble into
into a large
large group setting. The
The instructor reads
reads the selection
Students are given opportunity to express opinions
intact from the text. Students
choice of terms as compared to their
as to the suitability of the author's choice
choices.
choices.
Test over cloze passage to strengthen short-term recall.
6) Test
Recognizing that use of imagery in prose writing is difficult for the
novice as
as well
well as
as the
the experienced
experienced English
English student
student to
to fully
fully comprehend,
comprehend, the
the
novice
paradigm has been incorporated into an instructional model for developing
awareness and
and understanding
understanding of
of imagery
imagery in
in aa literature
literature selection.
selection. The
The
awareness
technique, however,
however, can
can be
be adapted
adapted to
to any
any content
content or
or reading
reading selection.
selection.
technique,
In an
an effort
effort to
to observe
observe the
the effect
effect of
of the
the Interactive
Interactive Cloze
Cloze Procedure
Procedure the
the
In
authors field-tested
field-tested the
the strategy
strategy in
in two
two eighth
eighth grade
grade English
English classes.
classes. The
The
authors
selection chosen
chosen to
to be
be read
read was
was that
that of
of Truman
Truman Capote's
Capote's "A
"A Christmas
Christmas
selection
Memory." The
The class
class received
received pre-reading
pre-reading activities
activities focusing
focusing on
on the
the
Memory."
definition
definition of
of "imagery"
"imagery" as
as aa concrete
concrete detail
detail that
that appeals
appeals to
to the
the senses.
semes. They
They
were also
also told
told that
that by
by using
using specific
specific images,
images, an
an author
author establishes
establishes mood
mood and
and
were
arouses
arouses emotion
emotion in
in readers.
readers.
Students were
were then
then given
given aa 250
250 word
word cloze
cloze passage
passage utilizing
utilizing an
an every
every
Students
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fifth-adjective lexical
lexical deletion
deletion strategy.
strategy. The
The Interactive
Interactive Cloze
Cloze Procedure
Procedure
fifth-adjective
teaching paradigm
paradigm was
wasthen
then followed.
followed.
teaching
Behavorial
Behavorial observations
observations reported
reported lend
lend credence
credence to
to the
the paradigm
paradigm in
in an
an
instructional setting.
setting.
instructional
While
While the
the students
students were
werein
in groups
groups they
they justified
justified their
their choice
choiceof
of words
wordsin
in
positive way,
way, using
using grammatical
grammatical elements
elements to
to support
support their
their choice
choice of
of
aa positive
response. Comments
Comments were
were noted
noted such
such as:
as:
response.
"You can't
can't use
use that
that word."
word."
"You
"It isn't
isn't an
an adjective
adjective and
and itit HAS
HAS to
to be
be an
an adjective."
adjective."
"It
"You can't
can't use
use the
the same
same word
word twice."
twice."
"You
"That's too
too simple."
simple."
"That's
"The author
author meant
meant itit different
different than
than that."
that."
"The
Additionally, students
students used
used the
the Thesaurus
Thesaurus and
and oral
oral reading
reading to
to stress
stress
Additionally,
their points.
points. When
When interacting
interacting in
in the
the large
large group
group setting,
setting, students
students
their
challenged
challenged the
the appropriateness
appropriateness of usage, and on
on occasion, felt
felt their choice
choice
constituted aa more
more visual or
or sophisticated use of imagery
imagery than that of
of the
constituted
author.
to rate
rate how much
muchtheyenjoyed
readingthe
on
Students were asked to
they enjoyed reading
the story on
of the
the cloze experimental group
aa three-point scale. Ninety percent (90%) of
they liked the
the story; 6% thought
thought itit was average and
and 4%
4% did
did not
not
indicated they
like
like it. In contrast,
contrast, from
from the group who
who had not used
used the cloze, 73%
73% liked
liked
story, 15%
15% thought it average
average and 12%
12% disliked
dislikedit.
the story,
it.
Conclusion
Conclusion
appears to be an
On the simplest level, the Interactive Cloze Procedure appears
easy discussion motivator. In addition, the
the authors feel that the strategy
possesses a more
more heuristic value in that it requires close attention to print,
reading act, and in some instances, expands
expands
promotes verbalization of the reading
students
word-recognition and knowledge of vocabulary. Most important, students
seem to enjoy the technique more than traditional
traditional methods of teaching
reading in
in content areas.
Penty (1959) found a significant
In interviews with poor readers, Penty
amount of negativism toward textbooks with feelings of hostility and defeat
generalizing to
to the
the courses
courses in
in which
which textbooks
text books and teacher lecture were
were
central features.
features. New
New techniques
techniques like
like the
the Interactive
Interactive Cloze
Cloze Procedure
Procedure must
must
central
be used
used by
by teachers
teachers to
to overcome
overcome textbook
textbook hostility
hostility and
and improve
improve student
student
be
attitude. Empirical
Empirical research
research should
should be
be conducted
conducted to
to substantiate
substantiate this
this belief.
belief.
attitude.
is also
also felt
felt that
that the
the Interactive
Interactive Cloze
Cloze Procedure
Procedure should
should not
not be
be limited
limited
ItIt is
in
in content
content usage.
usage. Because
Because the
the teaching
teaching paradigm
paradigm was
was originally
originally devised
devised to
to
be
be used
used with
with college
college freshmen
freshmen havingdifficulty
having difficulty comprehending
comprehending material
material in
in
aa biology
biology text,
text, research
research is
is being
being conducted
conducted with
with college
college reading
reading classes
classes not
not
only
only to
to substantiate
substantiate an
an intuitive
intuitive beliefin
belief in the
the efficacy
efficacy of
of the
the procedure,
procedure, but
but
to examine
examine the
the effect
effect of
of the
the Interactive
Interactive Cloze
Cloze on
on different
different levels
levels of
of readers.
readers.
to
Additional
Additional empirical
empirical research,
research, however,
however, should
should not
not be
be limited
limited to
to the
the
cognitive domain.
domain. A
A study
study needs
needs to
to be
be undertaken
undertaken to
to determine
determine ififuse
use of
ofthe
the
cognitive
Interactive Cloze
Cloze Procedure
Procedure significantly
significantly changes
changes students'
students' attitude
attitude toward
toward
Interactive
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reading in
in general
general and
and the
the studyof
study of language
language in
in particular.
particular. The
The authorsare
authors are
reading
engaged in
in such
such aa study
study and
and would
would welcome
welcome the
the research
research of
of others
others in
inengaged
terested in
in this
this area
area of
of investigation.
investigation.
terested
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Time and
and again
again II have
havelistened
listened to
to busy
busy teachers
teachers complaining
complainingthat
they
Time
that they
don't
don't have
have time
time to
to read
read the
the many
manycurrent
current articles
articles on
on IQ,
IQ, open
open classrooms,
classrooms,
class organization,
organization, learning
learning theory,
theory, motivation,
motivation, and
and use
use of
of traditional
traditional
class
material which
which appear
appear in
in professional
professional literature.
literature. Therefore,
Therefore, II would
would like
like to
to
material
consolidate
which will
consolidate many
manyof
of these
these sources
sources into
into one
onearticle
articlewhich
will give
give the
the reader
reader
some indication
indication of
of the
the trends
trends which
which seem
seem to
to be
be taking
taking place
place concerning
concerning
some
these things.
things.
these
Teaching methods,
methods, values,
values, and
and organization
organization which
which supports
supports each
each of
of
Teaching
these are
are in
in aa state
state of
of flux.
flux. As
As our
our society
society moves
moves forward,
forward, the
the needs
needs of
of the
the
these
no matter
matter what
what their
their age, and
and so
so the
the goals of education.
education.
people change, no
Teaching
Teaching techniques must
must reflect the
the new knowledge about
about how
how children
children
learn, but
but most important is the
the fact that
that all
all this information and
and change is
arid unless what
what we
weproduce
isto
the advantage
advantageof
the learner.
learner.
arid
produce is
to the
of the
The
The following recent ('73-'74)
(73-74) professional journal
journal publications have
have
selected and
and reviewed in
in succinct form
form to
to aid
aid the
the busy teacher
teacher In
in
been ;elected
current" on
on recent
recentideas
and innovative practices.
"keeping current"
ideas and
"A MINI
-LOOK AT SOME MAXI
-IDEAS- FROM
MINI-LOOK
MAXI-IDEAS
~ '72-'74"
RECENT PUBLICATIONS -72-74"
Annotated Bibliography
Bibliogra phy of Pertinent Items

To BeConsidered
Be Considered When Teaching Reading

1.1. Bereiter,
Bereiter, Carl,
Carl, "Education:
"Education: An
An Affront
Affront to
to Personal
Personal Liberty?"
Liberty?"
Learning,
2, October 1973, pp.
Learnz"ng) Vol. 2, No.
No.2,
pp. 90-92, 94-95.
in forms
forrns of education. Children
Needs determine interest in
should have the right
right to choose to be educated and
and to direct their
should
education denies this
growth in terms of needs. Compulsory education
personal liberty.

2. Dillon, Stephen-Franks, David "Why Open Classrooms Close Down"
Nations
2, February
Natz"ons Schools,
Schools) Vol.
Vol. 93,
93, No.
No.2,
February 1974,
1974, pp. 43-45.
43-45.
Failure
Failure of
of open
open classrooms
classrooms may
may be
be due
due to
to one
one or
or more
more of
of six
six
reasons. 1.
1. The
The teacher
teacher is
is an
an insecureperson.
insecure person. 2.
2. The
The teacher
teacher does
does
reasons.
not
not accept
accept basic
basic values
values of
of open
open education
education and
and the
the fact
fact that
that

learning
learning must
must be
be the
the emphasis,
emphasis, not
not the
the teaching.
teaching. 3.
3. A
A teacher
teacher
must
must set
set clear
clear limits
limits for
for students.
students. 4.
4. A
A teacher
teacher refuses
refuses to
to yield
yield her
her

position
position based
based teacher
teacher power.
power. The
The students
students share
share the
the power
power of
of
office. 5.
5. The
The provisions
provisions for
for learning
learning are
are inadequate.
inadequate. There
There isis aa
office.
need
need for
for considerable
considerable more
more planning.
planning. 6.
6. The
The classroom
classroom was
was
"opened" too
too suddenly
suddenly without
without preparing
preparing students
students for
for the
the
"opened"
freedom they
they will
will have.
have. It
It involves
involves aa re-socialization
re-socialization process.
process.
freedom
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3. Duckworth,
Duckworth, Eleanor,
Eleanor, "Piaget
"Piaget Takes
Takes aa Teacher's
Teacher's Look"
Look" Learning,
Learning) Vol.
Vol.
3.
No.2,
October 1973,
1973, pp.
pp. 22-27.
22-27.
2, No.
2,
2, October
Piaget believes
believes some
sume aptitude
aptitude is
is innate
iIlIlate and
aIld expeiience
expel iellce helps
helps
Piaget
to
to develop
develop it.
it. Psychological
PsychulugiLal aspect
..lSpeLl is
is uiily
unly one
one part
part of
of what
what the
the
instructor must
must know.
know. He
He must
must also
also be
be concerned
concerned with
with teaching
teaching
instructor
methods, and
and must
must know
know the
the many
many facets
facets of
of children.
children.
methods,
4. Emans,
Emans, Robert-Fox,
Robert-Fox, Sharon
Sharon E.,
E., "Teaching
"Teaching Behaviors
Behaviors in
in Reading
Reading
4.
Reading Teacher,
Teacher) Vol. 27, No.
No.2,
Instruction" Reading
2, November 1973, pp.
142-148.
142-148.
with the
the idea
idea that quality
This documented article deals with
are trained not born.
born. While
While this training may begin
begin at
at
teachers are

birth, an important contribution may be the kind of learning
opportunities that are provided for the teachers. Chall and
(1966) identified most effective those teachers who used
Feldman (1966)
emphasis and
a thinking approach to learning, a sound symbol emphasis
appropriate level of a lesson. Harris and Serwer (1966) study
study
showed that time spent directly
directly on reading,
reading, irrespective of time
showed

spent
spent on readingrelated
reading related activities, was positively correlated with
with
reading achievement.
Robert. "You Can Lead a Child to Learning But Can You
5. Geiser, Robert,
Make Him
Him Learn?"
Learn?" Teacher,
May IJune 1973, pp. 18-22.
Teacher, May/June
Deals with the idea that teaching and learning are not
synonymous terms. One
One needs insight into
into human
human relations, and
and
tf'<lching
teaching must flow out of interests of the child. Children who
don't learn may
may be
be pointing
pointing to
to the
the fact
fact that teachers
teachers need
need to
to do
do
more learning in order to teach well.
well.
o

6.
6. Groff,
Groff, Patrick,
Patrick, "The Topsy
Topsy Turvy
Turvy World
World of
of Sight
Sight Words"
Words" Reading
Teacher,
Teacher, Vol.
Vol. 27,
27, No.6,
No. 6, March 1974,
1974, pp. 572-577.
572-577.
A
A documented article which states that an experienced
reading
reading child
child often
often recognizes sight
sight words with
with aa single eye
fixation,
fixation, but
but as
as early
early as
as Buswell
Buswell (1922)
(1922) studies
studies showed
showed that
that
beginning
beginning readers
readers make
make eye
eye fixations
fixations that
that could
could not
not be
be inin
seeing whole
whole words.
words. Olson
Olson (1958)
(1958) concluded
concluded that
that
terpreted
terpreted as
as seeing
sight words
words need
need not
not be
be taught
taught before
before word
word analysis,
analysis, Muehl
Muehl
sight
(1961) found
found that
that beginning
beginning and
and ending
ending letters
letters seem
seem to
to give
give the
the
(1961)
greatest
greatest aid
aid in
in early
early readers'
readers' attack
attack on
on similar
similar words.
words. MarMarchbanks and
and Levin
Levin (1965)
(1965) concluded
concluded from
from their
their study
study that
that the
the
chbanks
weakest
weakest cue
cue was
was shape.
shape.
7.
7. Hammill,
Hammill, Donald-Goodman.
Donald-Goodman. Libby-Wiederholdt,
Libby-Wiederholdt, Lee,
Lee, "Visual
"Visual Motor
Motor
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Processes: Can We
We Train Them?" Reading Teacher, Vol. 27, No.
No.5,
Processes:
5,
February 1974, pp.
pp. 469-476.
469-476.
value of
of perceptual training
trammg has
has not
not been clearly
dearly
The value
the past ten
ten years indicate that the
established. But studies over the
practice of providing perceptual-motor training to all school
children in the name of
of readiness
readiness is not
not an
an accurate assumption.
8.
8.

Hardin, William, "In Defense of Workbooks" Teacher, Vol. 91, No.

2, October 1973, p. 49.
WorkPAT stands for Problem, Attack and Taste of Success. Work
of previously acquired skills which
which the
books should be a practice of
and should bring the
the taste of success. Too
Too
teacher has taught, and
are used as a teaching tool, thus
thus creating frustration.
often they are

c., "Perspectives
"Perspectives on Motivation" Teacher,
Teacher, Vol. 91,
9. Hawley, Robert C,
No.2,
No.
2, October 1973, pp. 43-45.
are simple. One of the best is
Good motivational techniques are
are your goals for the time you spend here?" Goals
to ask "What are
should be set so they can be changed if needed. Motivation is
is a
bundle of emotional forces that compel
compel an individual toward
action.
"Word 'Lists-Getting
10. Hillerich, Robert, "Word'Lists
Getting It All Together" Reading
Teacher,
1974,353-360.
Teacher, Vol. 27, No. 4,January
4, January 1974,
353-360.
14 word lists
lists to derive his own list.
Author compared 14
Narrowed his list down to four compiled from 1936 through 1969
collections. He raises the idea that perhaps there should be a
basic list for children and one for adults. He found that Thorndike's list seemed to suffer omissions. The author feels that the
Dolch list need not be condemned, but he feels his list is more
appropriate to
to present material now
now being offered to children.
11.
11. Hood, Joyce, "Why We Burned Our Sight Vocabulary Cards"
Reading Teacher,
Teacher, Vol.
Vol. 27, No.6,
No. 6, March 1974, pp. 579-582.
Dolch or basic words are better learned in phrases. The
teacher should develop a dead pan expression and teach the child
to analyze as
as to whether the word he called did make sense. A list
of words is
is a better basic technique for testing.
12.
12. Hunter, Madeline, "Staff Meeting"
Meeting"Instructor,
Instructor, April 1974, p. 20.
Practice must be given with knowledge on the part of the
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teacher. It should be brief and the meaning of the term, brief,
will
will vary with the child involved in the task. New learning should
be reinforced with frequent practice and the learner should see
see
the purpose for his work.
13.
13. Jensen, Arthur R., "A Reply to Gage: The
The Causes of Twin Differences
in IQ" Phi Delta
Delta Kappan)
Kappan, December 1972,
1972, pp. 582-588.
582-588.
Emphasizes that there is
is a third factor IQ other than genetic
and environmental factors and that is
is that which occurs during
the third and fourth month of fetal life as
as evidenced by such a
difference as
as fingerprints (ridgecount) in identical twins.
14.
14. Johnson, Beverly B., "Practical Preparation For The 21st Century"
Kappan, April 1973,
1973, pp. 528-521.
Phi Delta Kappan)
Perhaps courses designed as
as college preparation should be
combined for the sake of time, such courses as literature, history
and philosophy. In the time which is
is saved, we could offer inin
struction in fields which make a difference in survival, as human
relations, environment, leadership, health, child rearing, home
management and others.
15. Lewis,
Lewis, Elizabeth, "The Real California Report: A New Approach to
15.
Education" Phi Delta Kappan,
Kappan) April 1973,
1973, pp. 558-559.
born at age 5, and
Deals with the idea that children are not born
exshould have opportunity for many developmental learning ex
periences and individualized attention along with corrective
procedures before this time.
nrr\rpniir^c
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16. Messer, Wallace, "Flexible Staffing Another Path to Individualized
Teacher) Vol.
Vol. 25, No.
No.5,
February
Reading Instruction" Reading Teacher,
5, February
1974,
1974, pp.
pp. 454-457.

Paraprofessionals
Para professionals give
give added hands
hands to spread the child adult
by
ratio. Flexible and differentiated staffing must be determined by
of the children they serve. Teachers should learn from
the needs of
one another.

17. Moore,
Moore, Raymond S.,
S .. "Further Comments on the California Report"
17.

Phi Delta Kappan,
Kappan, April 1973, pp. 560-561.
Gives reasons for delaying the forcing of formal structured
Gives
research points
learning at an early age. The author believes that research
t he fact that this early education may hinder rather than aid
to the
later learning.
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18. Murphy,
Murphy, Thomas,
Thomas, "Diagnosis
"Diagnosis and
and Placement
Placement For
For Special
Special Education
Education
18.
Programs"
Thrust, Vol.
Vol. 2,
2, No.4,
No. 4, February
February 1973,
1973, pp.
pp. 23-24.
23-24.
Programs" Thrust)
Advocates
Advocates that
that meeting
meeting individual
individual needs
needs includes
includes special
special
children.
children. The
The author
author feels
feels itit isis advantageous
advantageous to
to keep
keep aa child
child in
in
the
the main
main stream
stream rather
rather than
than special
special classes,
classes, but
but until
until provisions
provisions
are
are made
made to
to relieve
relieve regular
regular teachers
teachers of
of their
their increasing
increasing burdens,
burdens,
indiscriminate
indiscriminate placement
placement of
of students
students with
with special needs
needs in
in
regular classes
classes isis not
not the
the answer.
answer.
regular
19.
19. Perot,
Perot, Suzanne,
Suzanne, "Problems
"Problems in
in Cross National
National Analyses of Reading
Failure"
Reading Teacher)
Failure"Reading
Teacher, Vol. 27,
27, No.4,
No. 4, January 1974, pp.
pp. 375-378.
It is
is nearly impossible
impossible to compare reading failures
failures between
countries.
countries. Reading
Reading symbols and structure are
are different;
different; problems
problems
of multiple phonemes
phonemes for
for aa given grapheme; the problem of
countries' expectations for girls
girls and boys;
boys; a need for a universal
failure; the question of ability to decode
definition of reading failure;
and its
its relationship
relationship to meaning;
meaning; the problem of a non-standard
dialect all add to the confusion.

20. Rachner, Jane, "Gestalten
"Gestalten in Reading" Reading
Reading Teacher)
Vol. 27,
27,
20.
Teacher, Vol.

No. 4,
January 1974, pp. 385-388.
4,January
from left to right? Considering the
Does a child always read from
phrase or sentence perhaps, but many an experienced
total phrase
word from a familiar recognizable part
reader will attack a new word

which may not be at the beginning of a word. Such as a child's
first attack on the word "vacillating." Theill
The zU oxing
or ing might be the
first
natural focal points
points even
even though they don't appear
appear at the
natural

beginning.
Child and The
The Curriculum" Instructor,
Instructor)
21. Robertson, Jean E., "The Child
April
April 1974, pp.
pp. 41-42.

The prime purpose of language is communication. Reading
should be an integrated part
part of all communication which
which calls for
should
found in all subjects. Children should
should learn
learn that the
the
it to be found
written
written form
form of
of communication
communication is
is lasting.
lasting.
22.
22.

Rothstein, Evelyn
Evelyn B.-Gold,
B. -Gold, Barbara,
Barbara, "Reading
"Reading in
in an
an Open
Open
Rothstein,

Classroom
5,
Classroom -- Extending
Extending the
the Gift"
Gift" Reading
Reading Teacher,
Teacher) Vol.27,
Vo1.27, No.
No.5,
February
February 1974,
1974, pp.
pp. 443-445.
443-445.
is not
not aa subject,
subject, but
but an
an integral
integral part
part of
of an
an active
active
R'.'ading is
Reading
of knowledge.
knowledge. It
It is
is aa vehicle
vehicle for
for the
the intellectual
intellectual life
life of
of the
the
seeker of
seeker
class. Skills
Skills should
should be
be learned
learned with
with the
the expectation
expectation of
of ap
apclass.
plication.
plication.
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23. Sherman,
Shennan, Gene,
Gene, "A
"A Student
Student Teacher's
Teacher's Reflections
Reflections on
on the
the Open
Open
23.
Classroom"Instructor) May
May 1974,
1974, pp.
pp. 14-15.
14-15.
Classroom"Instructor,
A student
studt:'nt teacher
tt:'acht:'f discovers
dislOvt:'rs that
that teaching
tt:'aching is
is drawing
dr(lwing the
tht:' child
child
A
rather than preaching
prr(lrhing A child's attention
attrntion or awareness
awart:'nt:'ss is the
out rather
key to initiative and spontaneity. Open education is to observe
attending and
and help him to deepen the focus and
what the child is attending
con centra tion.
concentration.

24. Spiegel, Dixie Lee, "Holistic Approach to Diagnosis and
Teacher) Vol. 27, No.
No.4,
January 1974, pp.
Remediation" Reading Teacher,
4, January
370-374.
370-374.

Reading should be a process of deriving meaning. A child
should develop a wide
wide repertoire of word attack strategies to help
him understand and
and not be dependent solely on "sounding out."
out."
him
Goodman sees reading as a psycholinguistic guessing game.
game.
Moffett stresses
stresses the structure of language
language and
and sees
sees it inextricably
bound up with thinking. Omissions and insertions become
unimportant in Holistic approach if meaning is there.
Anderson, Bonnie
Bonnie C., "Teaching Tens to Timmy,
25. Steinberg, Ester R., Anderson,
or A Caution in Teaching With Physical
Physical Models"Arithmetic
Models" Arithmetic Teacher,
Teacher)
No.8,
pp. 620-625.
Vol. 20, No.
8, December 1973, pp.
Tenns used
used by teachers must be related to words
words that are in
Terms
the child's experience
experience and understanding. Transference of
learning in another area may not take place,
place, and teachers should
be aware of variables so
so accepted as integral
integral to a process by
by
adults that they overlook them as a possible source of confusion in
the child's learning.
26. Stenner, Jackson.
Jackson, Mueller.
Mueller, Siegfired, "A Successful Compensator
Education Model" Phi Delta Kappan)
Kappan, December 1973, pp. 246-248.

six-year program in Chicago dealing with early
Describes a six-year
childhood education, Child Parent Center, Cpe.
CPC. The success was
based on early involvement of children in the program, concon
sistency
sistency of the program, heavy
heavy parent involvement.
involvement, and strucstruc
tured language skills.
skills.

27. Thompson.
Thompson, Richard
Richard A
A.,
Dziuban, Charles
Charles D.,
D., "Criterion Referenced
Referenced
27.
.. Dziuban,
in Perspective"
Perspective" Reading
Reading Teacher,
Teacher, Vol.
Vol. 27.
27, No.3,
No. 3,
Reading Tests in
December 1973, pp. 292-294.
The author wants more in the way
way of multivariate analysis
and
and measurement.
measurement. Criterion
Criterion reference
reference tests
tests seem
seem more
more valid
valid than
than
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normed reference
reference tests
tests as
as they
they measure
measure individual
individual growth.
growth. The
The
normed
most fundamental
fundamental weakness
weakness is
is that
that all
all behavioral
behavioral objectives
objectives are
are
most
not
not necessarily
necessarily related
related to
to the
the skill
skill of
of reading
reading and
and time
time might
might
better
better be
be applied
applied to
to the
the more
more closelyrelated
closely related skills.
skills.
Watson, James,
James, "Your Students
Students Can
Can Be Their Own Barometers"
28. Watson,
Instructor) May
May 1974,
1974, pp.
pp. 52-53.
52-53.
Instructor,

out how students think
think they will
Before tests are given, find out
perform.
perform. Help teach the children to know themselves better
better
through such things as Glasser suggests.
suggests. Let the
the child
child be involved
in his
his own
own evaluation.
evaluation.
in
at Reading Practices in the
the Open
29. Wiener, Roberta, "A Look at
Teacher) Vol. 27, No.
No.5,
Classroom" Reading Teacher,
5, February 1974, pp.
438-442.
438-442.

Some believe that the open
open classroom was adopted from the
school, but the
the author believes
believes it is uniquely
British infant school,
and our
our schools
American. British style is more laissiz-faire, and
provide much direct instruction along with open ended activities.
30. Yardley, Alice, "Movement and Learning" Today's Education,
Education)
30.
Marchi April 1974, pp. 62-64.
March/April

examples of how movement relates to skill
skill
Author gives many examples
in vocabulary,
vocabulary, space relationships,
relationships, math values,
values, and concepts of
personal
worth. During the early
early years
years of living, the quality of
personal worth.
learnmovement experience determines the quality of his total learn
mg.
ing.
31.
31. Zach, Lillian, "The IQ Debate" Today's Education
Education September 1972,
1972,
pp. 40-43. 65-66, 68.
Benet
Benet developed
developed his
his test
test to
to locate retarded children in the
population, f!ot
not to
to measure
measure innate ability.
ability. A
A culture free
free test
test has
has
been developed
developed by
by John Eft!
Eftl using
using brain response
response to
to light. It isis
not at present useful
useful to the teacher. IQ tests
tests should be used
used not to
to
separate the
the bright from
from the dull
dull but to
to help us
us better prepare
curriculum according to development of the child.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN CHIDLREN'S
READING READINESS DEVELOPMENT
£. Klein
Ann E.
READING CONSULTANT, BOLTON, CONNECTICUT

Before
Before the days
days of community-supported schools, parents were
were the
primary reading teachers of their children. This was,
was, of course, if the
parents could read themselves.
themselves. Once schools became established, parents
generally relinquished the responsibility for teaching their children to read
to the schools. Despite the fact that today most parents know how to read,
very inactive role in their children's reading
too often they take a very
development.
develo
pment.
The important influence of parents and the home environment on the
developing child provides educators with a resource to insure children's
successful growth in reading. It seems that the responsibility for children's
reading development lies
lies neither solely
solely on the parents nor the schools,
schools, but
rather must be shared by both. The preschool years,
years, in which the parents
life, is
is the time when parents can help
play the largest role in the child's life,
establish a foundation for learning to read once school
school starts. Thus, public
public
opeducation should be available to parents to provide them with the op
portunity to develop their children's learning potential during the preschool
years.
The success of past parent education programs and home intervention
projects
develop their child's reading potential, points
projects in helping parents to develop
these
to the need for programs and projects on a wider scale. In order for these
effectively. it will
will he
necf'ssary for educators
f'dllcators to assess
assess
programs to develop effectively,
be necessary
setting up their parent education
and to gain insight from the literature in setting
programs.
Although most children do actually learn to read in school, research has
shown the importance of the preschool years in laying the foundation for
learning to read. The influence of the parents during these years on their
reading readiness
child's intellectual development, in general, and reading
is well-documented. The purpose of this paper
development, in particular, is
is to review the pertinent
pertinent research to provide educators with the background
is
for developing programs in which parents can
can be instructed in ways
ways to
insure their children's progress in learning to read.
insure
(1972) reviews a wide
wide variety of research on parents as
Schaefer (1972)
educators of their children from birth. He maintains that
that parents have
on children's intellectual and academic achievement. He
He
great influence on
further suggests that programs to educate parents in developing their
would serve
serve as effective
effective supplements or alternatives
children intellectually would
for preschool
pre-school education. DeFranco
DeFranco (1973) emphasizes the necessity of
readiness before the
the child starts school in
establishing a solid base in reading readiness
later reading problems. She points out that
that readiness techniques
preventing later
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used
usedwith
with children
childrenfrom
from infancy
infancyon
on have
haveshown
shown positive
positive effects
effectsand
and that
that
adult
use of
these techniqueswould
adult education
educationininthe
theuse
ofthese
techniques wouldserve
servetotohelp
helpparents
parentsinin
developingchildren's
readingpotential.
potential.
developing
children's reading
AREAS OF
OF PARENT
PARENTINFLUENCE
INFLUENCE
AREAS

The
The interaction
interaction between
between the
the parent
parent and
and child
child from
from birth
birth entails
entails aa
complexity of
of behaviors,
behaviors, attitudes,
attitudes, and
and feelings
feelings which
which can
can either
either foster
fosteror
or
complexity
obstruct
obstruct learning.
learning. As
As Margaret
Margaret Weiser
Weiser (1974)
(1974) states,
states, "We
"We are
are finally
finally
becoming
becoming convinced
convinced that
that children
children learn
learn long
long before
before they
they go
go totoschool;
school; in
in
fact,
fact, learning
learning may
may be
be said
said toto begin
begin the
the moment
moment aa child
child isis born."
born." (p.
(p. 226)
226)
Some
Some of
of the
the areas
areas of
of preschool
preschool learning
learning which
which impinge
impinge directly
directly on
on the
the
ability
ability toto read
read are:
are: language
language development,
development, experiential
experiential background,
background,
auditory
auditory and
and visual
visual perception
perception and
and discrimination
discrimination ability,
ability, and
and interest
interest in
in
reading.
reading. In
In each
each of
of these
these areas
areas parents
parents playa
play a major
major role
role as
as teachers
teachers and
and
developers.
developers.
In
In their
their research
research and
and writings,
writings, Goodman
Goodman (1968),
(1968), Smith
Smith (1971),
(1971), Weiser
Weiser
(1974), and
and Rupley
Rupley (1975), have
have established
established that
that language is the
the basis of
of
reading. In
In order
order to
to be
be able
able to
to associate
associate verbal
verbal symbols
symbols with
with aa meaningful
meaningful
reading.
referent,
referent, aa child
child must
must have
have aa well-developed
well-developed skill
skill in
in language.
language. Language
Language
develops
develops through
through listening
listening and
and responding
responding and
and being
being responded
responded to
to from
from
birth. If
and try to imitate the
If aa child has not been encouraged to
to attend to
toandtrytoimitate
the
elements
language, he
elements of
oflanguage,
he will
will not
not have
have the
the facility
facility with
with language
language necessary
necessary
to
provide aa firm base for reading development. The amount and quality of
to provide
of
in the home will determine the
the language skill the
the child will
language used in
he begins school. Children need
need parents to talk
talk to
to them
them and to
have when he
listen
listen to what they have to say.
Milner (1951) studied the relationship between reading and parentchild interaction. She found that children who scored higher on reading
She
and language tests came from a richer verbal family environment. She
concluded that
that children
children who
who scored
scored lower
low~r as
as compared
compared to
to those
those who
who scored
scored
concluded
higher lacked an extensive opportunity to interact verbally with adults of
high personal value who possess adequate speech patterns.
Like language,
language, the
the experiential
experiential background
background of
of the
the child
child is
is an
an im
imLike
portant factor
factor in
in reading.
reading. As
As Carl
Carl Smith
Smith (1971)
(1971) explains,
explains, "An
"An adequate
adequate
portant
supply of
of concepts
concepts gained
gained from
from experience
experience and
and the
the manipulation
manipulation of
of
supply
language constitute
constitute aa basic
basic ingredient
ingredient for
for the
the eventual
eventual comprehension
comprehension of
of
language
what isis read."
read." (p.
(p. 14)
14) Besides
Besides giving
giving thechild
the child aa background
background from
from which
which to
to
what
bring meaning
meaning to
to printed
printed symbols
symbols in
in reading,
reading, experience
experience helps
helps to
to develop
develop
bring
the skills,
skills, concepts,
concepts, and
and feelings
feelings which
which enhance
enhance the
the act
act of
of reading.
reading. Ward
Ward
the
(1970) maintains
maintains that
that the
the role
role parents
parents play
play in
in arranging
arranging experiences
experiences in
in the
the
(1970)
child's preschool
preschool years
years isso
is so vital
vital that
that parents
parentsshould
should be
be considered
considered the
the first
first
child's
teacher
teacherof
ofreading.
reading.
Some of
of the
the experiences
experiences aa child
child has
has in
in his
his preschool
preschool years
years can
can help
help to
to
Some
develop the
the auditory
auditory and
and visual
visual perception
perception and
and discrimination
discrimination abilities
abilities
develop
necessary
reading development.
development. Unless
Unless aa child
child isiscapable
capableofperceiving
of perceiving
necessary for
for reading
and discriminating
discriminating between
between the
the letter
letter sounds
sounds and
and symbols,
symbols, he
he will
will not
not be
be
and
capable
capableof
ofreading.
reading. By
Byproviding
providingchildren
childrenwith
withexperiences
experienceswhich
whichstimulate
stimulate
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and
and develop
develop their
their sensory
sensory equipment,
equipment, parents
parents are
are helping
helping toto develop
develop the
the
audio-visual abilities
abilities necessary
necessary for
for reading.
reading. Smith
Smith (1971)
(1971) demonstrates
demonstrates
audio-visual
parents' role
role in
in developing
developing sensory
sensory capabilities
capabilities in
in their
their child.
child. He
He describes
describes
parents'

the
t he situation
situation of
of an
an infant
infant who
who is
is given
given the
the minimal
minimal amount
amount of
of attention
attention
from his
his parents
parents and
ann/or
/ or caretakers
caretakers and
ano who
who receives
receives little
little auditory
auditory and
and
from
visual stimulation.
stimulation. Smith
Smithconcludes:
concludes:
visual
This kind
kind of
of deprivation
deprivation may
may have
have long-lasting
long-lasting effects
effects on
on the
the
This
reading and
and learning
learning performance
performance of
of the
the child.
child. There
There are
are im
imreading
plications, too,
too, for
for the
the effect
effect ofsensory
of sensory stimulation
stimulation on
on the
the decoding
decoding
plications,
operation and
and on
on perception.
perception. For
For the
the eyes
eyes and
and ears
ears must
must report
report
operation
accurately for
for decoding
decoding and
and perception
perception to
to takeplace."
take place." (p.
(p. 13)
13)
accurately
A child's
child's interest
interest in
in reading
reading is
is another
another important
important factor
factor in
in learning
learning to
to
A
read. Parents
Parents and
and the
the home
home environment
environment figure
figure heavily
heavily in
in whether
whether or
or not
not
read.
this interest
interest isis developed.
developed. Theavailability
The availability ofreading
of reading material
material inthe
in the home
home isis
this
certainly a necessity in developing a child's interest in books and reading.
Sheldon and
and Carrillo
Carrillo (1952)
(1952) investigated
investigated the
the relation
relation of
of parents and
and the
the
Sheldon
home environment and certain developmental characteristics to children's

reading ability. One significant finding oftheir
of their study was the relationship
between availability of books in the home and reading
reading achievement. It was

determined that as the number of
of books in the
the home increased, the
the percent

of good readers increased.
However, as
as Weiser (1974) claims, being
being surrounded
surrounded by
by books is
is not
in books. The child needs the
enough to fully develop a child's interest in
and positive attitudes of an
an adult who interacts with him using
attention and
to the child, answering his questions, asking him
books. By reading to
questions, interpreting the author's message, pointing
pointing out important
elements of
of the
the stories and
and pictures; parents are
are helping to
to develop the
the
child's love of books and
and reading which isis so
so important
important in
in motivation to
to
how to read. In addition,
addition, by
by reading books
books themselves, parents
learn how
provide
y-pe of
provide the
the chiid
child with
with aa reader
reader model.
model. TIllS
Tliis ltype
of preschool
preschool experience
experience
with
with books serves to
to enhance
enhance aa child's
child's opportunity
opportunity to
to be
be successful with
with
reading.
PARENT
PARENT EDUCATION
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS
Many
Many parents
parents are
areinterested
interested in
in helping
helping their
theirpreschool
preschool child
child get
get ready
ready to
to
read.
read. However,
However, they
they do
do not
not know
know what
what they
theycan
can do
do to
to help.
help. Programs
Programs and
and
studies
studies have
have been
been conducted
conducted which
which support
support the
the efficacy
efficacy of
of instructing
instructing
parents
parents in
inhow
how to
todevelop
develop their
their children's
children's reading
reading potential.
potential.
Frank Freshour
Freshour (1972)
(1972) describes
describes aa parent
parent education
education program
program designed
designed
Frank
to
to improve
improve parents'
parents' and
andchildren's
children's attitudes
attitudes towards
towards school.
school. ItIt was
was felt
felt that
that
by instructing
instructing parents
parents in
in the
the factors
factors involved
involved in
in learning
learning toto read
read and
and by
by
by
offering
offering them
them specific
specific suggestions
suggestions in
in helping
helping their
their children,
children, the
the children
children
would be
be positively
positively influenced
influenced once
onceschool
school began.
began. The
The author
author enumerates
enumerates
would
the
the aspects
aspects of
of physical,
physical, speech,
speech, and
and attitudinal
attitudinal development
development toto which
which
parents
give their
program was
parents were
were directed
directed totogive
their attention.
attention. The
Theprogram
was successful
successful inin
improving
improving children's
children's preparation
preparation for
for school
school and
and inin helping
helping parents
parents toto
become
become aware
aware of
ofhow
howthey
theycould
could function
function in
in aasupportive
supportive role.
role.
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Levenstein (1970)
(1970) conducted
conducted aastudy
study totoinvestigate
investigate the
theeffects
effects of
ofhelping
helping
Levenstein
low income
income families
families develop
develop cognitive
cognitive growth
growth in
in children
children through
through verbal
verbal
low
interaction.
interaction. Two
Two groups
groups of
ofchildren
children were
were initially
initially given
given an
anintelligence
intelligence and
and
vocabulary
vocabulary test.
test. The
The subjects
subjects in
in the
theexperimental
experimental group
groupwere
were visited
visited by
by aa
social
social worker
worker who
who brought
brought toys
toys and
and books.
books. In
In the
the presence
presence of
of the
the mother,
mother,
the social
social worker
worker interacted
interactedwith
with the
the child
child using
using the
the toys
toys and
and books,
books, thus
thus
the
acting
acting as
as aa model
model for
for the
themother
mother and
andpresenting
presenting possible
possible verbal
verbal categories
categories
for
for mother-child
mother-child communication.
communication. In
In the
the control
control group,
group, subjects
subjects were
were
visited
visited and
and given
given toys
toys and
and books
books but
but no
no verbal
verbal stimulation.
stimulation. After
After aa seven
seven
month period,
period, the
the groups
groups were
were retested.
retested. The
The experimental
experimental group
group scored
scored
month
significantly higher
higher than
than the
the control
control group
group on
on the
the IQ
IQand
vocabulary tests
tests
significantly
and vocabulary
given.
given. Thus,
Thus, the
the author
author concluded
concluded that
that cognitive
cognitive learning"
learning "....
. . can
can take
take
place
place in
in the
the home,
home, with
with major
major involvement
involvement of
of the
the mother,
mother, even
even when
when the
the
mother has
has limited
limited mastery
mastery of
of symbolic
symbolic modes
modes of
of representation
representation and
and isis
mother
harried by
bythe
problems of
of large
large family
family and
and small
small income."
income." (p.
(p. 431)
431)
harried
the problems
Another program still in
in progress isis the
the Brookline Early Education
Project (BEEP)
(BEEP) in
in Brookline,
Brookline, Massachusetts
Massachusetts (Pierson,
(Pierson, 1974).
1974). This
This program
program
Project
was designed
designed to
to insure
insure early
early detection
detection of
of any
any educational
educational or
or physical
physical
was
handicap in
in the
the children involved. Parents of
of various ethnic backgrounds
were
were initiated into the program a few
few months before the birth of their child.
A center was
was organized
organized to
to which
which parents
parents could
could take their child for
for free
free
A
exams. There was
was also
also a resource area with
health and developmental exams.
information to
to increase the
the parent's
parent's understanding and influence on their
child's development. Each
Each family was assigned a teacher,
teacher, who
who had
background in child
child development and was a parent as
as well, to act as a
liason between the center
center and the family. Although no concrete indications
the effects of BEEP are
are yet available, the
the program has
has been favorably
of the
received by those involved and,
and, also, provides an interesting model of
parental
parental involvement in preschool developmentof
development of children.
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

is clear that parents do play an important role in their children's
It is
during the preschool years parents
progress in learning to read. Particularly duringthe
have a strong effect on the child's growth and development in terms of
factors involved in the reading process. Educators have not tapped parents
as aa resource
resource in
in insuring
insuring children's
children's successful
successful growth
growth in
in reading.
reading. What
What is
is
as
called for is a stronger relationship between schools and parents working
together
together to
to prepare
prepare children
children for
for learning
learning to
to read.
read. The
The programs
programs cited
cited in
in
this
this paper
paper serve
serve as
as aa guide
guide for
for what
what can
can be
be done.
done. Each
Each school
school system
system needs
needs
to
to design
design and
and implement
implement aa program
program appropriate
appropriate for
for its
its community.
community.
Children
Children can
can only
only stand
stand to
to benefit
benefit by
by such
such programs
programs and,
and, feasibly,
feasibly, many
many of
of

the
the reading
reading programs
programs schools
schools are
are faced
faced with
with will
will be
be minimized.
minimized.
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In
In aa chapter
chapter devoted
devoted to
to the
the topic
topic of
of integrating
integrating reading
reading with
with the
the other
other
language arts,
arts, Otto
Otto and
and Smith
Smith (1970)
(1970) state
state that
that "reading
"reading isis aa language
language
language
process and
and as
as such
such itit isis properly
properly placed
placed within
within the
the total
total language
language arts
arts
process
withwriting,
and listening."
listening." (p.
(p. 93).
curriculum with
writing, speaking, and
is important
important to
to look at
at the
the relationships between all
all of
of the
the
Although itit is
language arts, the
the purpose of
of this paper is to
to focus on
on the
the relationship
reading and
and listening. There
There are
are several practical
practical reasons for
for
between reading
focusing on
on these perceptive skills. With the
the myriad of
of listening/reading
reading teachers must
must be
be ready
ready to
to evaluate
evaluate the
materials published today, reading
of such
such materials. In
In addition, they
they should
should be
be armed
armed with
with
effectiveness of
knowledge about the
the utility of
of using training in
in specific and
and general
listening skills
skills as
as aa method
method of
of improving
improving reading
reading skills.
skills. And,
And, finally,
finally, they
they
listening
to incorporate listening activities into
into a
should have some ideas as to how to
reading program.

Similarities Between Listening and Reading
Reading
past fifty years there has been much discussion
discussion on
on the
the similarities
In the past
and differences between listening and reading.
reading. In a review of the research,

Bracken (1970) described both listening and
and reading as demanding
(p. 37) Otto
Otto and
"thinking in the sound-symbol-understanding process." (p.
Smith (1970) also noted that both involve similar mental processes triggered
byvisual
by visual and auditory stimuli. In a recent study, Walker (1975) statedthat
stated that
a review of
of the
the research in this
this area revealed that there was "wide

agreement on two principles of information processing that operated in

both reading and listening: cue sampling and message reconstruction." (p.
to concur that listening and reading are
255) In general, most authors seem toconcur
similar in
in that
that they
they are
are receptive
receptive processes
processes and
and involve
involve information
information
similar

processing.
proceSSIng.

Differences
Differences Between
Between Listening
Listening and
and Reading
Reading

While
While there
there are
are general
general similarities
similarities between
between listening
listening and
and reading,
reading, it
it is
is
in exploring
exploring thedifferences
the differences that
that some
some insight
insight can
can begained
be gained intohow
into how best
best to
to
in
use listening
listening in
use
in aa reading
reading program.
program. Moffett
Moffett and
and Wagner
Wagner (1976)
(1976) note
note that
that
"what' isis unique
unique about
about reading
reading isis not
not the
the intellectual
intellectual part,
part, the
the com
com"what
prehending,
prehending, which
which characterizes
characterizes listening
listening also,
also, but
but the
the translating
translating of
of print
print
into
into speech,
speech, the
the literacy
literacy part."
part." (p.
(p. 112)
112) This
This and
and other
other differences
differences have
have
been discussed
discussed by
by several
several investigators
investigators (Cunningham,
(Cunningham, 1975;
1975; Mart,
Mart, 1971;
1971;
been
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and Walker,
Walker, 1975).
1975). In
In reviewing
reviewing the
the available
available literature,
literature, six
six basic
basic but
but
and
important differences
differences seem
seem to
to emerge.
emerge. First,
First, in
in reading,
reading, there
there isis aa written
written
important
code which
which must
must be
be translated
translated into
into aa verbal
verbal code
code which
which in
in turn
turn must
must be
be
code
proCf'SSf'O asinformation:
as information: whereas,
whereas. in
in listening,
listening. auditory
auditory stimuli
stimuli arealready
are already
processed
present in
in aa somewhat
somewhat familiar
familiar verbal
vf'rhal code.
COOf'. Second,
Sf'cono, in
in listening,
listf'ning, the
the
present
auditor has
has the
the aid
aid of
of aa speaker's
speaker's intonation
intonation and
and timing,
timing, whereas
whereas aa reader
reader
auditor
has no
no such
such aids.
aids. Third,
Third, in
in listening,
listening, the
the auditor
auditor may
may have
have to
to adjust
adjust to
to aa
has
speaker'S dialect
dialect before
before he
he can
can understand
understand the
the verbal
verbal code;
code; this
this is
is not
not aa
speaker's
go back to
problem for the reader. Fourth, unlike reading, a listener cannot goback
recheck what
what he
he has
has heard;
heard; he
he must
must rely
rely solely
solely on
on his
his memory.
memory. Fifth,
Fifth, aa
recheck
not have control over the rate
rate of presentation.
presentation. With
With written
written
listener does not
stimuli, aa reader
reader can
can adapt
adapt his
his rate
rate to
to the
the difficulty
difficulty or
or unfamiliarity
unfamiliarity of
of the
the
stimuli,
message he is processing, but, because a spoken message is
is ongoing, a
Finally, a listener
listener cannot skim or preview the message he is
listener cannot. Finally,
discover if it suits
suits his purpose; he must expose
expose himself to the
to hear to discover
those
entire message, whereas a reader can selectively concentrate on those
suited to his purposes. Processing aural
sections of print which are most suited
is indeed different from processing written
stimuli in a listening situation is
when using
using
stimuli, and these differences should be taken into account when
listening activities
activities in the
the classroom.
classroom.
Factors Affecting the Relationship
be relatedskills,
related skills,
Despite the differences, reading and listening seem to be
studies correlating tests
tests of listening
listening and reading tend to
and numerous studies
this relationship. Researchers have also shown that there
there are
are other
other
support this

factors which confound the relationship between listening and reading;
moreover, these factors should be taken into account if one is
is to use
listening activities in aa reading
reading program.
program. Grade
Grade level, intelligence, degree
of
of reading
reading disability, socio-economic status, and
and factors related
related to
to the
the
etc.) all
all
message itself (e.g. difficulty, familiarity, organizational structure, etc.)
may
the transferability of
may influence
influencethe
of listening training
training to
to reading.
In
In studying the
the relationship between listening and
and reading, grade
grade level
seems to
to be
be an
an important
important factor. Most authors
authors seem to
to agree that
that listening
comprehension surpasses reading comprehension in
in the
the early grades but
but
that in
in the intermediate and upper grades
grades reading comprehension
comprehension becomes
This appears to
to be
be aa function of
ofvocabulary
superior. This
vocabulary development. Durrell
(1969) explained
explained that
that in
in the
the lower grades listening vocabulary isissuperior
superior to
to
reading
reading vocabulary
vocabulary but
but that
that they
they grow
grow to
to be
be equal
equal by
by about
about the
the eighth
eighth
grade.
grade. ItIt has
has been
been demonstrated
demonstrated that
that as
as one
one advances
advances in
in reading
reading and
and
especially into
into the
the content
content areas,
areas, words
words and
and their
their meanings
meanings which
which are
are
especially
recognizable
recognizable in
in print
print may
may not
not be
be in
in the
the listening
listening vocabulary
vocabulary of
of aa student.
student.
This has
has important
important implications
implications for
for teaching
teachinglistening
listening in
in the
the upper
uppergrades.
grades.
This
Swalm (1974)
(1974) indicated
indicated that
that "listening
"listening isis generally
generally better
better for
for learning
learning
SwaIm
purposes in
in the
the primary
primary grades
grades and
and that
that reading
reading isis more
more effective
effective for
for
purposes
learning
grades." (p.
(p. 1110)
1110) He
He concluded
concluded that
that both
both listening
listening
learningin
in the
the upper
upper grades."
and
grades. This
and reading
reading need
need to
to be
be emphasized
emphasized in
in the
the lower
lowergrades.
This does
doesnot
not mean
mean
that
that educators
educators should
should eliminate
eliminate the
the teaching
teaching of
of listening
listening at
at the
the secondary
secondary
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level,
level, but
but ititdoes
does suggest
suggest that
thatusing
using listening
listening training
training totoimprove
improve reading
reading atat
this level
levelmay
may not
not be
be very
veryeffective
effectivefor
for most
most students.
students.
this
The
The second
second factor
factor which
which may
may affect
affect the
the transferability
transferability of
of listening
listening
training
training to
to reading
reading isis intelligence.
intelligence. In
In general,
general, Reeves
Reeves (1968),
(1968), Brassard
Brassard
(1970),
(1970), and
and Duker
Duker (1971)
(1971) have
have found
found that
that the
the more
more intelligent
intelligent students
students
seem
Q. scores
seem to
to be
bethe
thebest
best listeners
listeners and
and that
thatstudents
students with
with high
high I.I.Q.
scores had
hadthe
the
least
least discrepancy
discrepancy between
between reading
reading and
and listening
listening comprehension.
comprehension. Likewise,
Likewise,
those
those with
with lower
lower I.Q.'s
T.Q.'s tended
tended to
to score
score lower
lower on
on listening
listening comprehension
comprehension
tests.
tests.
A
A third
third factor
factor which
which may
may confound
confound the
the relationship
relationship between
between listening
listening
and
and reading
reading isis the
the degree
degree of
of reading
reading disability.
disability. In
In considering
considering good
good versus
versus
poor
likely to
poor readers,
readers, researchers
researchers tend
tend to
to agree
agree that
that the
the good
good reader
reader isislikely
to be
be aa
good
good listener;
listener; and,
and, similarly,
similarly, the
the poor
poor reader
reader isis likely
likely to
to be
be aa poor
poor listener,
listener,
but
but that
that the
the listening level
level of
of aa poor reader isis usually much
much higher than
than his
reading level. (Duker, 1971; Markert, 1974) Because the
the listening ability of
of
aa poor reader is generally much greater than
than his reading ability, one might
conclude that
that aa poor reader would benefit more from listening training
than
and that
that this growth in
in listening might affect his growth
than aa good reader and
in
in reading. Indeed, researchers have found support for
for this conclusion.
Reddin (1971), Heckler (1975), SwaIm
Swalm (1972), and
and Taylor
Taylor (1972) noted
noted
that
that poor readers are
are more likely to
to improve in
in both listening and
and reading
comprehension when given training
readers.
training in
in listening than are
are good
goodreaders.
A fourth factor which seems to make a difference in the effectiveness of
as it affects reading
reading is
is socio-economic status.
status. Van
listening training as
Valkenburg (1968) found that low socio-economic status students profited
listening training than high or middle socio-economic status
more from listening
students. Similarly, Dewar (1972) concluded that a listening program in the
third grade
grade was particularly effective for lower and
and middle
middle class students.
students.
third
and final factor which seems to affect therelationship
the relationship between
The fifth andfinal
and reading arevariables
are variables within themessage
the message itself. Although a few
listening andreading
studies (Siegel, 1974 and Sticht, 1971)
1971) have taken into account
account such factors
as difficulty and type of material used in listening training, Reddin (1971)
as
points out that more studies are needed of the nature of the material being
heard.
heard.
What implications
implications does
does the
the above
above research
research have
have for
for reading
reading teachers?
teachers?
What
Although the
the studies
studies are
are not
not extensive,
extensive, one
one could
could tentatively
tentatively conclude
conclude that
that
Although
training in
in listening
listening would
would be aa viable
viable method
method of
of increasing
increasing reading
reading
training
achievement for
for students
students in
in the
the lower
lower grades,
grades, for
for poor
poor readers,
readers, and
and for
for
achievement
students from
from lower
lower socio-economic
socio-economic areas.
areas. Although
Although emphasis
emphasis upon
upon
students
listening is
is important
important for
for all
all students,
students, the
the brighter
brighter student
student who
who isreading
is reading
listening
up to
to grade
grade level
level or
or expectancy
expectancy level
level isnot
is not aslikely
as likely to
to benefit
benefit fromlistening
from listening
up
skills training
training as
as the
the poor
poor reader.
reader. Since
Since the
the research
research has
has focused
focused on
on the
the
skills
primary and
and intermediate
intermediate gradelevels,
grade levels, generalizations
generalizations cannot
cannot be
be appliedto
applied to
primary
the
the secondary
secondary level.
level. Although
Although students
students in
in aa secondary
secondary school
school reading
reading at
at aa
primary level
level might
might benefit
benefit from
from listening
listening training,
training, little
little research
research has
has been
been
primary
done
done in
in this
this area.
area.
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Early in
in the
the 1973
1973 school
school year,
year, original
original researchwasconducted
research was conducted in
in aa New
New
Early
England public school concerning the relationship between reading
research design
deficiency and disciplinary problems. A description of the researchdesign
and the results of
of the project were published in theJournal
thejournal of
of the New
New
and
England Reading Association. Since that time further studies have been
conducted
conducted using a more sophisticated research plan and an expanded
expanded
significant than the continued
statistical analysis of the results. Even more significant
research in the relationship between
between reading and behavior is longitudinal
students that participated in the original
original 1973
aspects of the study; the students
study are now eligible for high school graduation.
graduation. The follow-up on their
study
progress is
is significant in light
light of the workdone
work done to remediate their learning
deficiency and help them becomebetter
become better adjusted to school.
school.
deficiency

The Original Study
Accurate records were
were kept of all students sent to the Office
Office for
Infractions, problems ranged from
from simple truancy
truancy to the more
more
Disciplinary Infractions,
Each student was
was given
given the Gatessevere problems
problems of delinquency. Each
MacGinitie Test and the results recorded. At the end of the semester one
hundred students had been referred to the office. The vast majority of the
students scored
scored well below
below grade placement
placement in reading,
reading, eighty-nine
eighty-nine of the
one hundred were
were performing below
below grade placement with the mean
reading
reading 2.2
2.2 years behind.
behind. Only eleven of
of the
the students performed at
at or
or above
grade placement on the Gates MacGinitie.
The students
students were randomly
randomly divided
divided into
into control
control and experimental
experimental
groups. The experimental
experimental group
group received individual and
and small
small group
group
instruction
with either
either aa member
member of
of
instruction in
in reading
reading aa minimum
minimum of
of twice aa week with
the
the professional staff
staff or
or aa university tutor.
tutor. The
The control group
group continued in
in
regular classes without special
special help in
in reading.
At
At the
the same
same time
time aa rating scale
scale was developed to
to measure
measure and classify
the
the different
different types
types of
of behavior
behavior problems
problems in
in the
the school;
school; the
the behavior
behavior could
could
then
measured for
for students
students in
in both
both the
the experimental
experimental and
and
then be
be quantitatively
quantitatively measured
the control
control groups.
groups. During
During the
the experimental
experimental period
period accurate
accurate records
records were
were
the
kept on
on both
both the
the behavior
behaviorof
of each
each child
child and
and the
the progress
progress made
made in
in reading.
reading.
kept
At
At the
the conclusion
conclusion of
of the
the research
research project,
project, aa complete
complete statistical
statistical analysis
analysis was
was
made
made for
for the
the behavior
behavior and
and reading
reading achievement
achievement for
for individuals
individuals in
in both
both the
the
experimental
experimental and
and control
control groups.
groups.
Statistically.
Statistically, itit was
was indicated
indicated that
that the
the experimental
experimental group
group improved
improved in
in
reading.
reading. This
This was
was established
established by
by administering
administering the
the Gates-MacGinitie
Gates-MacGinitie as
asthe
the
post
post test
test and
and comparing
comparing reading
reading scores.
scores. At
At the
thesame
same time.
time, those
those students
students in
in
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the experimental
experimental group
group experienced
experienced aa greatly
greatly diminished
diminished misbehavior
misbehavior
the
pattern. Only
Only aa small
small number
number of
of the
the students
students were
were referred
referred to
to the
the office,
office,
pattern.
and those
those who
who were
were sent
sent for
for discipline
discipline were
were referred
referred for
for violations
violations con
conand
sidered
The control
control group
group was
was post
post tested
tested using
using the
the GatesGatessidered less
less severe.
severe. The

MagGinitie
MagGinitie and their behavior statistically
statistically examined. It is interesting to
note that their
their reading did
did not
not improve and
and at
at the
the same
same time,
time, the
the behavior
note
of
of the
the students continued to be
be disruptive despite the
the traditional efforts to
to
remediate
remediate the
the misbehavior.
misbehavior.

The
The research
research indicates
indicates that
that there
there isis aa

and discipline problems
problems in the school, and
relationship between reading and
when the
the reading deficiency is remediated, it has a direct effect
effect on the
the
that when
behavior of
of the
the student.
student.
behavior

In
In conclusion it was felt that schools should follow the
the example set by
by

the medical profession in dealing with health problems. Certainly, little
would be made if physicians would
would treat only the symptom of the
progress would
disease and show no concern for the cause. Educators are concerned with

Gallup
the increase in discipline problems in the public school, the last two Gallup
concerns in education clearly indicate the national problem in
polls of concerns

controlling students.
students. The
The poll listed discipline as the number one concern.
problem but few
Educators are attempting to deal with the symptom of the problem
we are to ever improve public
have given
given serious thought to the cause. If we
have
education we must examine and remediate the cause of misbehavior.

Longitudinal Aspects of the Study:
who participated
participated in the original study are
The majority of the students who
now eligible
eligible for high school graduation. It is
is of great interest and im
imnow
portance to
portance
to follow these
these students through
through their educational
educational career. If the
original
original study
study is
is to have
have an impact on schools, it must be shown
shown that
level and are well
well adjusted
adjusted in
students who tend to read at or above grade level
will be more successful
successful and eventually
eventually graduate. The
their behavior will
of the progress made by
following is
is the statistical
statistical breakdown
breakdownof
by students
students from
the
the original
original study.
study. It should
should be
be noted
noted that those in
in the original
original control
control and
experimental groups
groups did not
not receive special attention
attention in reading
reading after the
conclusion
conclusion of the research project. The original random sample of students
was
was used
used as
as a means of comparing the reading and behavior of the total
school
school population to
to the group referred to
to the office.
office.
From the data, it is
is apparent that educators can make some rather
accurate prognoses concerning
concerning students
students early
early in
in the student's school
school career.
The research for
for this
this project
project involved students in grades seven
seven and eight,
from
from the results
results of the
the longitudinal study
study itit isis apparent that those
those students
who experienced
experienced difficulty in
in both reading
reading and behavior
behavior in
in the
the early
early years
years
who
those who
who
of
of junior high
high did
did not
not graduate from
from high
high school and conversely, those
were
were not referred to the school
school disciplinarian and were
were reading at or above
grade level were
were successful in
in completing
completinghigh
Of the
the students
students in
in the
the
grade
high school. Of
original 1973 study,
study, 54%
54% of
of the
the children
children identified
identified as
as having
having disciplinary
disciplinary
original
while only
only 13%
13% of the random
and reading problems did not graduate while
school did not graduate.
sample of students from the same school
This
This type
type of
of information
information isisextremely important
important for
for everyone
everyone involved
involved in
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Original Student
Original
Student Population
Population
1973
1973
Progress by
by
Progress
1977
1977
Graduated
Graduated

Discipl mary/Reading
Disciplinary
IReading
Group
Group
10%

General
General School
School
Population
Population

33%

Dropped Out

54%

13%

Transferred

3%

8%

28%

43%

Still in
Attendance

No Information

4%

1%
1%

education. If indeed, we
can accurately diagnose
wecan
diagnose problems
problems early in a child's
we should be able to remediate the causes
causes and help students to
career, then we
we as educators can not remediate all of the
remain in school. Naturally we
problems
socioproblems relating to poor
poor reading and behavior, there are many socio
however, this
economic and personal problems which go beyond the school; however,
research
research clearly
clearly indicates
indicates an area where
where we
we do have
have the expertise
expertise and
manpower
manpower to make significant changes. What then is
is the prognosis
prognosis for
with reading and behavior
behavior problems? The data is
is explicit
explicit in
students with
with the above problems; theywill
they will drop
predicting the future of the student withthe
out of school long before graduation time. If we can predict the future
future
individual, then we
we must be capable of changing
success or failure of the individual,
the future for those headed towards failure. What we need is a concentrated
effort in reading for all students and particularlythose
particularly those whoare
who are in secondary
schoolsand
schools and still having difficulty with reading
reading and behavior.
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The
The purpose
purpose ofa
of a readability
readability formula
formula isis to
to produce
produce aa number
number ornumber
or number
range which approximates the achievement level required of a reader in
order to comprehend a written passage. A useful formula,
formula, especially to the
classroom teacher, is one which is easily computed and which accurately

predicts the needed reading ability. Two formulas which have appeared in
But
recent years, the Fog Index and the SMOG Grade, are easily applied. But
are they accurate?
Robert Gunning's Fog
Fog Index,
Index, while more complicated than the SMOG
to compute, isnevertheless
is nevertheless relatively easy. It has three basic steps. 1)Select
1) Select
a set of consecutive sentences ending with the complete sentence nearest 100
the average number of words per sentence to the
words and compute the
2) Compute the percentage of "hard words," i.e., words of
nearest tenth. 2)
three
three or more syllables excluding proper
proper nouns and proper
proper adjectives,
and verb forms made three
compounds made from short, easy words and
syllables by adding -ed or
per
or -es. 3)
3) Add the
the average number of
of words per
sentence to
"hard words" and
by .4.
to the
the percentage of
of "hard
and multiply that sum by
A.11
One study of
of the
the index reported high correlation to
to the
the Flesch formula.
formula.22
One
seem to be the appropriate statistics for
Correlations, however, do not seem
judging aa formula's
formula's accuracy.
accuracy. Rather,
Rather, simple
simple description
description reveals
reveals the
the
judging
frequency with which one formula produces the
the same readability level as
as
another
another formula.
formula.
The
The major
major appeal
appeal of
of the
the SMOG Grade
Grade lies in
in its
its simplicity. One
One can
it mentally. Three ten·
ten-sentence
are selected,
literally compute it
sentence passages are
each
each from
from the
the beginning, middle
middle and
and end
end of
of aa book. All
All words of
of three
three or
or
more
more syllables,
syllables, as
as read
read orally
orally in
in context,
context, are
are counted.
counted. The nearest
nearest square
square
root
root of
of the
the polysyllabic
polysyllabic word
word count
count isis added
added to
to the
the constant
constant 33 and
and the
the
resulting figure
figure isisaa grade
grade level
level designation.
designation.33 The
The formula
formula isis unique
unique in
in that
that
resulting
itit abandons
abandons the
the traditional
traditional syllable
syllable count,
count, aa factor
factor employed
employed by
by most
most
formulas
formulas to
to represent
represent complexity.
complexity. Instead,
Instead, itit substitutes
substitutes aa mathematical
mathematical
manipulation -—the
square root.
root. Its
Itsoriginator,
McLaughlin, fails
fails to
toexplain
explain
manipulation
the square
originator, McLaughlin,

Gunning, The
The Technique
Technique of
of Clear
Clear Wn'ting,
Writing, revised
revised edition
edition (New
(New York:
York:
I 1Robert
Robert Gunning,
McGraw-I-fiIl,
McGraw-Hill, 1968),38-39,
1968), 38-39.
22Warren
Warren S,S. Blumenfeld
Blumenfeld and
and Barry
Barry M,
M.Justice,
Justice, "Six
"Six Replicated
Replicated Investigations
Investigations of
of the
the
Relationshipbetween
betweenFlesch
Fleschand
Gunning Reading
Reading Indices,"
Indices,"Perceptual
Perceptualand
andMotorSkz'lls,
MotorSkills,
Relationship
and Gunning
XL
XL (February,
(February, 1975),
1975), 110,
110.
3 3G,
G. Harry
Harry McLaughlin,
McLaughlin, "SMOG
"SMOGGrading--A
Grading -A New
NewReadability
Readability Formula,"
Formula," Journal
Journalof
of
Readlng
Reading(May,
(May, 1969),639-646,
1969), 639-646.
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TABLE
TABLE 11
GRADE LEVELS
LEVELS OF
OFTWEL
TWELVE
INTERMEDIATEBOOKS
BOOKS
GRADE
VE INTERMEDIATE
BY
BY SIX
SIX READABILITY
READABILITY FORMULAS
FORMULAS OR
OR VARIATIONS
VARIATIONS

Book
Book
A
A

BB
C
C
D
D

EE
FF
G
G
H
H
I

JJ
K
K

L
L

SMOG
SMOG

Intended
Intended
Grade
Grade
Level
Level

Chall
Chall

Fog
Fog

+3
+ 3

+2
+ 2

++ 11

4-7
4-7
4-7
4-7
4-6
4-6
3-5
3-5
66
5
55
55
66
55
44
44

5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
7-8
7-8
5-6
5-6
7-8
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6

8.0
8.0
6.1
6.1
7.6
7.6
7.7
7.7
7.2
7.2
8.7
8.7
8.2
8.2
6.1
6.1

77
77
88
77

55
55
66
55
77
88
77
55
88
66
55
66

44
44
55
44
66
77
66
44
77
55

10
10

77

DaleDale-

99

66
66
77
66
88

10
10

99

99

88
66

7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.5
7.5

77
10
10
88
77
88

33

00

9.9
9.9

99

77
66
77

+0
+ 0

44

55

Times
Times in
in agreement
with
e-Chall
with Dal(
Dale-Chall

55

Underlined
Underlined scores are in exact agreement with
with Dale-Chall.
Dale-Chall.
ratio.
ratio. It
It ]produced
produced the
the same
same grad
grade
level as
as Dale-Chall
Dale-Chall in
in five
five of
of six
six cases.7
cases.'
e level
'Miller
and Legerski,
Legerski. op.
op. cit.,
cit., p.
p. 190
190
Miller and

why aa reader's
reader's ability
ability to
to comprehend
comprehend polysyllabic
polysyllabic words
words increases
increases
why
geometrically.4
geometrically.4
SMOG tends
tends to
to inflate
inflate the
the readability
readability ofa
of a selection
selection when
when compared
compared to
to
SMOG
the level
level generated
generated by
by other
other formulas.
formulas. Miller
Miller and
and Legerski
Legerski found
found that
that it
it
the
overestimated the
the mean
mean score
score of
of five
five formulas
formulas about
about half
half of
of the
the time.5
time. 5 In
In
overestimated
defense of
ofSMOG,
SMOG, McLaughlin
McLaughlin argues
argues that
that itit reflects
reflects the
the level
level at
at which
whichone
one
defense
Accordingtotothe
theformula,
fonnula. afourth
a fourthgrade
gradereader
readercan
canhandle
handleonly
only1polysyllabic
1 polysyllabicword
word
4According
sentences. aa fifth
fifthgrader-4
grader-4polysyllabic
polysyllabicwords,
words. aasixth
sixthgrader-9,
grader--9. aseventh
a seventhgrader
grader
inin 3030 sentences,
4

16.and
andsosoonuntil
on untilaatwelfth
twelfthgrader
gradercan
canmanage
manage81
81 polysyllabic
polysyllabicwords.
words.
-- 16,

Wilma H.
H. Miller
Miller and
and Michael
Michael Legerski,
Legerski. "Do
"Do Various
Various Readability
Readability Formulas
Formulas Give
Give
5Wilma
SimilarResults,"
Results." Minnesota
MinnesotaReading
ReadingQuarterly,
Quarterly, XVI
XVI(May,
(May.1972),
1972).189.
Similar
189.
5
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can read a passage with "total comprehension." He cites other formulas as
can
can "read with un
unpredicting "suitability" or the level at which one can
but not
not with total comprehension.6
comprehension. 6
derstanding," but
Dr. McLaughlin is a professor
professor of
of journalism. Perhaps reading educators
Dr.
with total comprehension. But,
But, since
since formulas
ought to concern themselves withtotal
on "suitability" and "understanding" are functional for
for classroom
based on
use, another alternative is to modify the SMOG formula so that it computes
a reading level comparable to that generated by other formulas. Colleagues
SMOG by using
using the
the constant 2 instead
have suggested informally adjusting SMOG
of the
the constant 3.
3. This study
study compares the original SMOG formula and
using decreasing constants—2,
constants-2) 1,
1) andO.
three variations, each using
is: are Fog, SMOG, or
or any variations of
of
The basic question of the study is:
SMOG accurate predictors of readability? Comparison was made to the
the
forDale-Chall, a formula commonly used in readability research. Each for
mula was applied to selections from twelve books commonly used with
mula
the intermediate grades.
grades. The formulas were computed in
inchildren in the
dependently by the author and by a graduate assistant, Cameron Lind, for
the five formulas.
accuracy. Table 1 reports the results of the
Dale-Chall in three of
The Fog Index produced a level equal to the Dale-Chall
exceeded the Dale-Chall in all instances.
twelve cases. The original SMOG exceeded
SMOG +2
+ 2 was an accurate predictor five of twelve times; SMOG + 1
predicted accurately ten times in twelve; and SMOG + 0 predicted the
Dale-Chall in
in seven
seven of
of twelve
twelve cases.
Dale-Chall

The most likely predictor appears to be the SMOG variation which
substitutes the constant
constant 1 in place of the original constant 3.
substitutes
3 . That variant,
Legerski's data, supports the same ratio. It
when applied to Miller and Legerski's
level as Dale-Chall in five
five of six
six cases.7
cases. 7
produced the same grade level
is important in formal research but lesssignificant
less significant in informal
Precision is
situations. Neither the Fog Index nor the original SMOG Grade, when
compared to the Dale-Chall, appear to be sufficient for either purpose. The
SMOG variation which substitutes the constant 1, however, may prove to be
useful to teachers, particularly when informally assessing
assessing readability of
library books
books for individualized reading or when analyzing the difficulty of
one's own written material-tests,
material —tests, worksheets, learning center directions,
and the like.
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DEVELOPING FLUENCY IN
WORD-BY-WORD READERS

Patrecia A.
A. Ross
Ross
Patrecia
MONGUAGOU MIDDLE SCHOOL, TRENTON, MICHIGAN

can be done
done to nudge word-by-word readers
readers from their halting
What can
habits into
into the fluency which characterizes good reading? Not only is the
the
habits
slow
slow reader discouraged by the tedium of his word reading,
reading, he is unlikely to
much meaning from the print
print because the short-term
short-tenn memory
memory becomes
get much
and he cannot process ideas efficiently.6
efficiently.6
overloaded and
will provide clues as to how reading
A look at what good readers do will
problem. Skilled readers do not identify letters
letters
teachers may approach the problem.
en route to words because word identification is too fast
fast for letter-by-letter
letter-by-Ietter
analysis. Fast readers scan for meaning; they do not read all of the words,
analysis.
but rather sample meaning information from most words. At least one
study suggests that good readers do not pay much attention to vowels,
cues. 2
pulling meaning instead from the consonants as primary visual cues.2
Pedantic readers need to shift their focus from the individual word to
connected discourse
discourse and to integrate their fragmented responses. Slow
been drilled in phonics year after year, have become too
readers, having been
is little wonder that they need help in
bogged down in letters and words. It is
seeing the larger picture
the sweeping line, the flowing idea
and in
picture-the
idea-and
learning to attend to the semantics and syntax instead of plodding along
word- by-word.
word-by-word.
slow readers by having them
Carol Chomsky increased the fluency of slow
listen to tape-recorded books until they could
could read along with the book. For
some children, this meant playing the tape as many as
as twenty times!
times! And
although this may appear to have been an artificially induced fluency, it
nonetheless jolted these readers out of their ruts and into the desired
behavior. One extra benefit of this experiment was that these readers
discovered to their joy that they,
they, too, were capable of reading along like
everyone else.
else. The self-confidence they gained from the experience broke
them free from their previous conceptions of themselves as failures and
generated new and successful attempts at reading.
reading.1l
Another method of turning hapless readers into happy readers is
is by
using poetry in the classroom. Even children who think they do not like
reading will
will find reading poetry irresistible when their active participation
is
is rewarding. Children who seldom volunteer to read will do so when inin
creased fluency enables them to do so comfortably.
Poems with regular rhythms seem to capture children the most. To use
any poem with slow
slow readers, I read the poem first as the children followed
along on their papers. Having the teacher read the selection first is
is a critical
step as
as it provided the first
first acquaintance with words which might be
unknown and with the intonation that carries the meaning.
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The second
second time
time we
we read
read itit together
together slowly.
slowly. Then
Then we
we divided
divided ourselves
ourselves
The
into two
two groups, with
with each
each group
group saying
saying aa line or
or response.
response. By
By this
this time
time even
even
into
the slowest
slowest readers
readers were
were joining
joining in
in as
as the
the poem
poem became
became familiar. The
The
the
observant teacher
teacher will
will ensure
ensure that
that for
for the
the first
first few
few re<loings.
readings, children's
children's eyes
eyes
observant
are on
on their hooks
books or papers:
papers; children must experience the eye
eye sweep
sweep as
as
<Ire
words on paper and words from the mouth become one.
Hands went up as
as different students asked
asked to read the poem alone;
several did so,
so, with
with obvious
obvious delight. By
By the time itit was
was apparent that some
some
several
children were able to say
say the poem from memory, instead of by
by reading it,
we
we moved on to another poem. Eyes
Eyes had read it, mouths had read it, minds
had read it. And most importantly of all, slow
slow readers had read it as
as well
well as
as
anybody else,
else, which is,
is, after all,
all, their great goal whether articulated or not!
not!
stories or
The same repetitious procedure can be used with any short stories
poems.
poems. Perhaps everyone's
everyone's favorite
favorite books
books are Bill
Bill Martin, Jr.'s Sound
Sound of
Language
Language series.
series. There isis no limit to the ways
ways of developing fluency
fluency
through oral reading. A few
few are:
1. Teacher begins a story, setting the mood. Students who wish
wish to read
1.
they wish
wish to stop or must be stopped.
orally raise hands and read until they
story, leaving out certain key
key words either within
2. Teacher reads the story,
sentences or at the ends of sentences. This speeds up the eye
eye movements
this a game and
of slow readers, forcing them ahead. Children consider this
words.
relish the challenge of being able to supply the missing words.
comers or crannies in the
3. Students choose partners, sit in various corners
classroom to read to each other. They beg to read the "Bill and
Noodles" dialogue from the SoundsofLanguage
Sounds of Language series.4
series. 4
4. Teacher reads the entire story
the
first
time,
explaining
any new
story
new or
difficult words. Students read round robin the second time.
read with her as they are inclined. It
5. Teacher reads the story. Students read
increasing
works well for the teacher to begin at a slower pace, increasing
gradually to a normal speaking rate.
rate.
6. Sometimes a student will ask
ask to read the entire selection,
selection, especially
especially if it
In this case the
the student reads it to himself
reflects a particular interest. In
first before reading to the class.
7. Choral reading can be adapted to manyshort
many short stories or poems, dividing
7.
class into groups by various
various ways: by rows, by girls and boys, bluethe class
eyes and brown-eyed, right- and left-handers, tails
taIls and shorts,
shorts, etc. This
This
device lends a gamelike atmosphere
atmosphere to the
the activity.
emphasized that there is nothing wrong with repeating
It must be emphasized
selections. In fact, developing fluency in slow readers requires it. Linguist
Fries reminds reading teachers
teachers that to read effectively, one must
Charles Fries
develop high speed recognition responses to the graphic signs. While good
readers may be able to do this on sight, slower readers require much
practice
practice to
to do
do so.3
SO.3
Fluent reading is a highly complex synthesis of all the reading skills the
—word identification and meaning, sentencemeaning
acquired-word
sentence meaning
student has acquired
as it affects intonation, and speech production. The student must repeat a
selection
until fragmentation
fragmentation becomes
becomes integration.
integration.
selection until
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Margaret Mead
Mead reminds
reminds usthat
us that we
we don't
don't object
object to
to skaters'
skaters' or
or pianists'
pianists' or
or
Margaret
hockey players'
players' practicing
practicing incessantly.
incessantly. Why
Why should
should we
we call
call all
all practice
practice of
of
hockey
basic skills
skills such
such as
as reading
reading or
or writing
writing "dull
"dull drill"
drill" and
and throw
throw itit out?
out? 55 While
While
basic
the
the vogue
vogue for
for inductive
inductive teaching
teaching and
and learning
learning is
is appropriate
appropriate in
in some
some areas,
areas,
cannot supplant
supplant repetition
repetition and
and drill
drill in
in skill
skill areas.
areas. Surely
Surely children
children have
have as
as
itit cannot
much right
right to
to gain
gain proficiency
proficiency in
in aa basic
basic skill
skill such
such as
as reading
reading fluency
fluency as
as
much
in learning
learning aa sport.
sport. Reading
Reading teachers
teachers will
will keep
keep this
this in
in mind
mind as
as they
they
they do in
theydo
insist upon
upon oral
oral practicefor
practice for developing
developing fluency
fluency in
in word-by-word
word- by-word readers.
readers.
insist
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DIVORCE-READING
DIVORCE—READING STYLE
Nicholas P. Criscuolo, Ph.D.
SUPERVISOR OF READING, NEW HAVEN, CONN., PUBLIC SCHOOLS

What is
is one of the biggest problems in the teaching of reading today? It
is
is curriculum isolationism which
which results in treating reading as
as a separate
entity rather than as
as part of the language arts. Teachers spend vast
vast
skills as
as outlined in basal readers while
amounts of time teaching reading skills
virtually ignoring the opportunities for
for children to listen, speak and write.
This divorce creates a sterile reading program whereas a marriage of
reading with other communication skills
skills results in an effective and healthy
reading program.
In too many classrooms, reading instruction consists of using a reading
text, workbook and barrels of ditto sheets. Although suggestions are offered
in teachers' guides for integrating the program, many teachers prefer to
rush through basals so
so that a certain number can be covered per year.
Facets of language arts are ignored which could effectively reinforce
reading skills
skills and enhance the entire reading program.
Let's illustrate this point by taking a mythical story "Mr. Floyd's
Horizons.. This story is
is about two
Dilemma" from a mythical basal textBold
text Bold Horizons
children, Margo and Tommy, who help a blind man solve a problem.
workReading group members have just read the story and have done their work
book assignment. Ms. Zachary, their teacher, has followed the manual and
3: using the consonant clusters cl and bi
taught the skill outlined in Step 3:
bl.
For some teachers, the end would be there. But not in this classroom.
K/~*T" a
Q listening
licfPniniT activity,
n rti\rit\7
m n n r n n n frr\m
ef-/-\Y~\r ic
m^tA to
+r\ *-V»**
r*\^ 11 sA r-^»r-»
For
an paragraph
from *-r»*^
the story
is read
the children.
After the paragraph is
is read, Ms.
Ms. Zachary asks
asks the children a question on it
and reads the answer using three different kinds of expression. Was the
By listening to the paragraph read, children
character sad? angry? excited? By
and supply the appropriate response.
must sense its mood and tone and
covered by putting sentences directly from the story and
Grammar is covered
asking children to punctuate each sentence. Oral language is
is stressed by
had
having children recount, in their own words, experiences they have had
which parallel those of the central characters in the story. A related activity
would be to give one sentence from the story and each child in turn adds
adds
would
sentence to it. An oral summary emerges. This type of activity rein
reinone sentence
forces both oral
oral language and
and summarization skills.
Creative writing is easier when it's related to specific topics which evolve
from one's reading. The nature of the storycan
story can change to develop invented
invented
characters. "What
"What if Mr. Floyd were
circumstances surrounding the major characters.
same? Would Tommy
not blind, would the problems he experienced be the same?
and Margo have
have reacted differently?"
Children can be asked to deal with these invented circumstances
through writing. Primary children with limited spelling skills can write
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themrebus stories using pictures either cut from magazines or drawn by them
selves
selves to complete these stories.
Since "Mr. Floyd's Dilemma" deals with a blind person, creative
can take place by blindfolding a child and then asking him or her
dramatics can
to do "simple" tasks which could become quite difficult with sight.
good activity in drama can also occur by asking children to imagine
A good
going to produce a play on this story. The following format
that they are going
will be helpful:

Scene
Scene

Location

Characters
Characters

Action

1
1

Main Street
Street
Main

Tommy
Margo
Mr. Floyd

Tommy and Margo
see Mr. Floyd at
at a
curb with a white
cane. They help
him cross
cross the
the street.
street.
him

22

Living room
of Mr. Floyd's
home

Mr. Floyd
Mrs. Floyd
Margo
Tommy

Mrs. Floyd is pourMrs.
pour
ing lemonade into
She
four glasses. She
asks the children
if they could do
something for her
and her
her husband.
husband.
and

is completed by the children as a group process.
process. Parts are
This chart is
then assigned to individual children who can then either write out dialogue
for each
each scene or pantomime it.
The process of integrating the language arts does not stop here. The
whole room atmosphere can indicate that the reading program in essence is
a language development program. Time spent independently on seatwork
and projects can also reflect this commitment. For example, some teachers
have gotten usable typewriters for children to type out original stories. This
spot is known as the Peck Deck. They have secured a small table with a
write out their impressions and reactions to their
lamp on it for kids to write
is known as the Jot Spot. Tagged items are placed on a
reading. This spot is
table to stimulate children to do some independent research. This spot is
the Label Table. All sorts of spots can be found in a typical classroom which
will help children use a variety of language art skills to acquire information
will
and find reading both useful and appealing.
As illustrated in this article, so much can be done with
with one story to
integrate the reading program.
program, when listening, speaking and writing skills
~re used to reinforce reading skills,
skills, a marriage takes place which makes for
are
a much more comprehensive program. A fully integrated program
produces not only more efficient readers but motivated ones as well.

FALSE PREREQUISITES IN
LEARNING TO READ
Marie Carducci-Bo/chazy
Carducci-Bolchazy
READING CONSUL
TANT. HARVEY, ILLINOIS
CONSULTANT,

Reading management systems, designed to facilitate planning and
monitoring of individualized instruction, are based on the concept of
prerequisite skills.
skills. For this investigation specific skills
skills from the word-attack
component of the Wzsconsin
for Readz'ng
Wisconsin Design
Designfor
Reading ShU
Skill Development
Development have
skills are indeed
been selected in order to investigate whether these skills
prerequisite skills
skills for competence in reading. If these skills are prerequisite
skills,
skills, one should not find competent readers who lack them. (It is
is imim
portant to caution, however, that even if competent readers have certain
skills,
skills, these skills
skills are not necessarily
necessarily prerequisite to reading competence. It
is
is possible that competent readers acquired these skills
skills after or as a concon
comitant to learning to read.)
Review of the Literature
Some of the tests on the Wzsconsin
Wisconsin Design—
WordAttack
Design- Word
Attack (level
(level C) are:
Vowels Together, and Final
Final
Consonants and Their Variant Sounds, Two Vowels
Vowel. Some of the tests at the D level are: Three Letter Consonant Blends,
Accent. The testing procedure for word attack skills
Syllabication, and Accent.
makes extensive use of nonsense words or syllables.
The literature dealing with a specific skill such as consonants and their
is sparse, but investigations
variant sounds or three letter consonant blends is
rpIT".:lrrl~nIT fn^»
nor 6.1.
rrr':lY"'\hp'YY"tp_T"'l.hr\rH:~rnp r n r rocr\r»n i^ o n roc rw frt-\i=»
hp
rpfTQrrlinfr
l-pirninrr r^r
nTir\ht»rr,^_rkhr»r.om^
"-5"-4'" '-A..I.&.1.5 t-hp
.^&Cl^...&
^W^
^CIV...H& Wl &.ur.V....t
f.lWWl.11.1. ^WllV.O^WllUV.llV.^O Ul
L11V,
teaching of phonics are relevant. Research is generally supportive of the
view that the teaching of grapheme-phoneme correspondences is valuable
view
& Osser, 1963;
(Bishop, 1964; Chall, 1967; Diack, 1965; Gibson, Pick, &
& Jeffrey, 1966; Towner & Dykstra,
Dykstra,
Mathews, 1966; Nevins, 1973; Samuels &Jeffrey,
Mathews,
generally
extension, it can be concluded that the literature is generally
1974). By extension,
supportive of the teaching of consonants and their variant sounds
sounds and of
of the
.I.

1l.&.lL

tp':lrh;T'tIT
... ,"---U,"-.I..I..I..I..I.6

rn.rrpCT"'\n.nrlDnr"PC'

\JL

u!-,.l.l'--...lJ.J.L

P.lJ.'LI.l.l"-.-.l.l.lL

...... vJ. J.

"--"'yV.lJ.L&.\""'.l1"--"--..J

I""\.r
VJ.

..

LJ.J.\.....

teaching of
of three letter consonant blends.
In regard to the two vowels
vowels together generalization and the final vowel
In
studies on the utility of phonic generalizations (Bailey,
generalization, studies
1963; Emans, 1967)
1967) should be considered. For the two vowels
1967; Clymer, 1963;
1967;
together generalization, the per cent of utility reported was as follows:
76%;; Clymer, 74%;
74%; Emans, 33%. The findings of the utility studies
Bailey, 76%
Bailey,
suggest that the two vowels together generalization should not be taught,
the teaching of the final vowel
vowel generalization should be
and that the
questioned.
supports the view
\~ew that
that the
The literature on syllabication generally supports
(i.e., rules for dividing
dividing between syllables) is not
teaching of syllabication (i.e.,
syllabication has been questioned by Glass
valuable. The teaching of syllabication
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(1967); Groff
Groff (1968);
(1968); Shuy
Shuy (1968);
(1968); and
and Wardhaugh
Wardhaugh (1966).
(1966). Wardhaugh
Wardhaugh
(1967);
(1966) stated
stated that
that exercises
exercises which
which insist
insist that
that students
students decide where syllables
syllables
(1966)
really begin
begin and
and end
end cannot
cannot be
be justified
justified on
on linguistic
linguistic grounds,
grounds, although he
he
really
pointed
pointed out
out that
that exercises
exercises which
which require students to
to say
say how
how many syllables
syllables
a word has may have some value.
The teaching of accenting has
has aa little support in
in the literature (Winkley,
(Winkley,
1965),
this evidence
evidence isis far too
too scant to suggest
suggest that the skill
skill to
to recognize
recognize
1965), but this
essential for
for reading competence.
and place accent marks isis essential
In regard to the use of nonsense words or syllables on tests of wordattack skills,
skills, investigations have shown that some children who could
pronounce real words
words still
still had difficulty pronouncing nonsense
nonsense words
words
(Vellutino, Steger,
Steger, &
& Kandel,
Kandel, 1972; Walmsley, 1975).
1975). These findings
findings
suggest that the scores
scores on tests
tests employing nonsense
nonsense words
words should be inin
suggest
terpreted with caution.
false prerequisites in the teaching of reading has been
The question of false
investigated by
by McNeill
McNeill (1974),
(1974), who
who found the following
following skill~
skills to be false
false
prerequisites: selecting
selecting words
words with affixes,
affixes, distinguishing meaning of
possibly,
homographs, selecting similar sounds of r-controlled vowels, and possibly,
selecting pairs of consonant variables.
variables. McNeill suggested that since his
investigation treated only
only 15
15 of the "skills which a consensus
consensus regards as
as
investigation
essential ... it is
is likely
likely that many more non-essentials are being taught in
skill
skill development programs" (p. 426).
Investigated in this paper is
is the validity of skills
skills other than those treated
by McNeill (1974).
Method 1
1
had
Sample. The sample consisted of 25 eighth-grade students who had
scored at or above the 50th percentile on a standardized reading
students attended an inner-city school located in
achievement test. These students
area of low socioeconomic level
level in Lancaster, a small city in southern
an area
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. The
The racial composition of the sample was mixed. Sample
was done by the school
school principal, and all of the subjects were
selection was
enrolled in a foreign language
language class,
class, either
either Spanish or French.
French.
investigator on five com
comProcedure. The students were tested by this investigator
ponents
ponents of the Wisconsin
Wzsconsin Design for
for Reading Skill Development—Word
Development- Word
Attack) levels C (approximately second grade
grade level) and D (approximately
Attack,
In this order, the
the students were administered the
third grade level). In
following tests:
tests: Three Letter
Letter Consonant Blends, Two Vowels Together,
Vowel, Accent, and
and Syllabication. Tests were administered according
Final Vowel,
to directions given
given in
in the
the manual.
The
The Three Letter
Letter Consonant
Consonant Blends Test
Test uses the
the following procedure:
(1) The
The student is shown four combinations of
of letters, e.g.,
e.g., see,
sce) spr,
spry scr,
scr) and
and
scl.
scl. (2) The test administrator pronounces
pronounces twice a nonsense word likescrep,
likescrep)
which must be pronounced
pronounced to rhyme with the real word pep.
pep. (3) The
The
student
student selects the combination
combination of letters that
that correspond
correspond to the
the first three
three
letters
letters in
in the
the nonsense
nonsense word.
word.
The two Vowels Together Test
Test uses two procedures.
procedures. For the
the first
The
procedure: (1)
(l) The
The student
student is
is shown
shown aa nonsense
nonsense word
word as
as moav.
moav. (2)
(2) The
The test
test
procedure:
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moav to rhyme
rhyme with the real wordsave
word save.. (3)
(3) The
administrator pronounces
pronounces moav
nonsense word is
is pronounced "as the rule
student then decides whether the nonsense
says it should be pronounced." For the second
second procedure: (1)
(1) The student is
is
shown a real
r('al word
worn such as because
hem use. (2) The
The- test
te-st administrator
anministrator pronounces
pronounc('s a
worn that
th(lt may
mayor
worn because
hpra1L~(, (3)
(~) The student
stune-nt decides
word
or may not he
be the word
whether the word was pronounced correctly.
The Final Vowel
Vowel Test also
also uses
uses two
two procedures. For the first procedure:
is shown a nonsense word likem
like vo. (2)
(2) The test administrator
(1) The student is
pronounces the nonsense
nonsense word to rhyme with the real word to.
(3) The
to. (3)
student then decides whether the nonsense word was pronounced as the rule
says it should be pronounced. For the second procedure: (1)
(1) The student is
is
says
shown a real word such asgo. (2) The test administrator pronounces a word
that mayor
may or may not be the wordgo.
word go. (3) The student then decides whether
the word was pronounced correctly.
For the Accent Test, students were shown a word which was accented in
ways (but only one way was
was correct), e.g., bum' bie
two or three different ways
ble
bee, bum bie'
ble' bee, bum bie
ble bee'. The students were directed to select the
they thought was right.
alternative they
were shown a word which was
For the Syllabication Test students were
ways (but only one way was correct). The
syllabicated in several different ways
students were directed to select the alternative they thought was right.
Results on the Three Letter Consonant Blends Test, all the students
passed the criterion of 80% , with the mean score being 90%. This finding
does not contradict the view that skill with three letter consonant blends is
prerequisite to reading competence. (It should be remembered that the
literature generally supports the teaching of grapheme-phoneme
correspondences, and by extension, the teaching of three letter consonant
blends.)
On the Two Vowels Together Test,
Test, all but one of the students passed
the criterion of 80%; even though the directions for this test were somewhat
view that skill with the two
misleading. This finding does not contradict the view
vowels
vowels together generalization is prerequisite to reading competence. (It
should be remembered, however, that the utility of phonic generalization
studies suggest that this generalization should not be taught.)
On the Final Vowel Test, 60% of the students failed to meet the
of 80%, the mean being 74%. Furthermore, if the last third of the
criterion of
test, which uses real words, .were omitted, 72% of the students would have
failed to make the criterion passing score. In analyzing the data on the Final
Vowel Test, it became apparent that most of the students made responses
keyed as incorrect as a result of their experiences with real words. For
vo to rhyme
pronouncingvo
rhyme with
example, many of the students decided that pronouncing
the real
real word to was correct; yet, according to the
the answer key, that
the
pronounciation was incorrect. These data provide some evidence that skill
with the final vowel generalization, at least as tested by the Wzsconsz'n
Wisconsin
Deslgn, is not prerequisite to reading competence. (It should be remem
rememDesign,
bered that the utility of phonic generalization studies suggest that the
the final vowel generalization should be questioned.)
teaching of the
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On
On the
the Accent
Accent Test,
Test, aa surprising
surprising 68%
68% of
of the
the students
studentsfailed
failed to
to meet
meet the
the
criterion of
of80%,
80% , the
themean
meanscore
being 61
61%
Thesedata
suggest that
that skill
skill
criterion
score being
%. . These
data suggest
in
in selecting
selecting correctly-accented
correctly-accented words
words isis not
not prerequisite
prerequisite toto reading
reading comcom
petence. (It
(It should
shouldbe
remembered that
that the
theliterature
literature in
inthis
thisarea
area isisscant.)
petence.
be remembered
scant.)
On
On the
the Syllabication
Syllabication Test,
Test, all
all but
but one
one of
of the
the students
students passed
passed the
the
criterion
criterion of
of 80%)
80%, the
the mean
mean score
scorebeing
being89%
89%.. These
These data
data do
donot
not contradict
contradict
the view
view that
that skill
skill in
in syllabication
syllabication isis prerequisite
prerequisite to
to reading
reading competence.
competence.
the
(However,
(However, the
the literature
literature suggests
suggests that
that the
the teaching
teaching of
of syllabication
syllabication [i.e.,
[i.e.,
rulesfor
dividingbetween
between syllables]
syllables] isisnot
ofvalue.)
value.)
rules
for dividing
not of
Method II
II
Method

Sample. Two
Two school
school districts
districts that
that have
have been
been using
using the
theWzsconszn
Wisconsin Design
Design
Sample.
for
Word A
ttack Skills
for Reading Skill
Skill DevelopmentDevelopment—Word
Attack
Skills participated
participated in
in aa
survey of
of the
the subskills
subskills in
in the
the Wisconsin
Wisconsin model.
model. Completed
Completed survey
survey forms
survey
from 88 third-grade teachers, 77 fourth-grade
fourth-grade teachers, and
and 66
were received from
21 teachers.
fifth-grade teachers, aa total of 21
Procedure. Teachers were asked aa number
number of
of questions about
about the
the
children in
in their class who
who are
are competent
competent readers
readers (i.e., those
those children who
who
children
would be
be able
able to
to score at
at approximately the
the 70th
70th percentile or
or better
better on
on aa
test). Eight
Eight subtests
subtests from levels C
C and D
D of the Word
standardized reading test).
Attack Component
Component of the Wzsconsin
Wisconsin Design were
were listed,
listed, and teachers
teachers were
were
Attack
per cent
centof
theircompetent
eachsubtest.
asked what per
of their
competent readers could pass each
subtest. (See
appendix for further details.)
Table I are
are reported the
the results of the
the survey of the
the 21
Results. In Table
teachers regarding the
the ability of their competent readers to
to pass certain
certain
Attack Tests on the Wzsconsin
Since level C skills are
level C Word AttackTests
Wisconsin Design. Sincelevel
level skills, then
then third-,
third-, fourth-, and
and fifthapproximately second grade level
grade competent readers should have mastered these skills. Given testing
error,
error, one might
might expect 90-95% of these students
students to pass
pass tests of level C
number of the teachers stated
stated that their
skills. Considering the fact that a number
be an acceptable average
estimates were approximate, perhaps 85% would be
for each grade level. Then, using an 85% criterion, too many thirdgraders, (but not fourth- or fifth-graders), failed the following tests: Long
Vowel Sounds, Two Vowels, and Final Vowel. These data give a little
to reading
support to the view that these skills may not be prerequisite to
competence.
competence.
In Table
Table 22 are
are reported
reported the
the results
results of
of the
the survey
survey of
of the
the 21
21 teachers
teachers
In
regarding the
the ability
ability of
of their
their competent
competent readers
readers to
to pass
pass certain
certain level
level D
D
regarding
Word Attack
Attack Tests
Tests on
on the
the Wisconsin
Wzsconsin Design.
Design. Since
Since level
level D
D skills
skills are
are ap
apWord
proximately
proximately third-grade
third-grade level
level skills,
skills, then
then most
most ofthe
of the third-grade,
third-grade, and
and all
all of
of
the
the fourth-,
fourth-, and
and fifth-grade
fifth-grade competent
competent readers
readers should
should have
have mastered
mastered these
these
skills.
skills. Perhaps
Perhaps aa criterion
criterion of80%
of 80% might
might be
be used
used for
for the
the third
third grade,
grade, and
and aa
criterion
criterion of
of 85%
85% for
for fourth
fourth and
and fifth
fifth grades.
grades. Then,
Then, on
on the
the Three
Three Letter
Letter
Consonant
Consonant Blends
Blends Test,
Test, the
the averages
averages for
for all
all three
three grades
grades were
were acceptable.
acceptable.
On the
the Syllabication
Syllabication Test,
Test, the
the fifth-grade
fifth-grade average
average was
was acceptable,
acceptable, but
but the
the
On
third- and
and fourth-grade
fourth-grade averages
averages were
were not.
not. On
On the
the Accent
Accent Test,
Test, none
none of
ofthe
the
thirdaverages
averages were
were acceptable.
acceptable. These
These data
data thus
thus give
give some
some support
support to
to the
the view
view
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that skill
skill with
with three
three letter
letter consonant
consonant blends
blends may
may be
be prerequisite
prerequisite to
to reading
reading
that
competence. These
These data
data also
also contradictthe
contradict the view
view that
that skill
skill in
in dividing
dividing words
words
competence.
into syllables
syllables and
and in
in selecting
selecting correctly-accented
correctly-accented words
words probably
probably are
are
into
prel ey ui~ite to
tu leading
1eaJillg competence.
CUlllpetence.
prerequisite

Concluding Remarks
Remarks
Concluding

This
This paper
paper presented
presented evidence
evidence that
that at
at least
least some
some of
of the
the skills
skills listedin
listed in the
the
Design for Reading
Reading Skill
Skill Development—
Development- Word Attack
Attack Skills
Skdls are
are
Wisconsin Designfor
not prerequisite skills
skills for
for reading
reading competence.
competence. Specifically,
Specifically, both
both
probably not

the data
data from
from the
the study with
with eighth-graders
eighth-graders and
and the
the survey
survey of
of teachers
teachers
suggest that skill with the final vowel generalization and with selecting
words are not prerequisite skills. Additionally, the survey
correctly-accented wordsare
that some other skills may not be
results provide a little evidence that
prerequisite to reading competence, namely the skills assessed by the
following tests: Long Vowel Sounds, Two Vowels Together, and Silent
view that
that
Letters. The data from this investigation do not contradict the view
conskill with consonants and their variant sounds and with three letter con
may be
be prerequisite to reading competence.
sonant blends may
purpose of this
this paper has been to investigate the validity of the
The purpose
assumption that prerequisite skills to reading competence have been
identified. Conclusions drawn here concern the Wisconsin model but

probably will generalize to most other management systems. Since
probably
already been
been published
published and disseminated and
management systems have already
likely to be extensively revised in the near future, school
school districts
are not likely
employing such
such systems will need
need to make
make some decisions regarding
regarding the
validity of the various
various components. This paper offerssome
offers some evidence to aid
validity
school districts to make some of these decisions.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX
SURVEY
SURVEY ON
ON THE
THE SUB-SKILLS
SUB-SKILLS OF
OF THE:
THE:
WISCONSIN PFPT^N F^P PEADTN^ ."KILL DEYEI

WUlill
WORD ATTACK
ATTACK ::;KILLS
SKILLS - - LEVE.L.::,
LEVtLb L i_ ANU
AND UD

Name: _________________________________ School: ________________________

Grade(s)
You Teach:
Teach:--_C_--~--__"7_____:_:___c_Grade
(s) You
(If you
you are not
not aa teacher,
teacher, please
please indicate
indicate your
your title.
title.______________________,
(If
Did
Did you
you use
use the
the Wisconsin
Wisconsin Design
Design for
for Reading
Reading Skill
Skill Development
Development last
last year?
year? yes
yes__n
nco _

*.-

........ *. *. ** *- ** * * * ** * * * ** *. *** * * * * * * * * * *. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * ** *
* *- *. * * * * * * *- * * * * * * * * ** * * * * *- ** ** ** * * ** * * ** * ** * * * ** * * * ** * * * * ** * * * ** * * * * * ** ** *. *

*.

When
When answering
answering the
the following
following questions,
questions, please
please consider
consider ONLY
ONLY those
those children
children
who
who are
are competent
competent readers.
readers. (Children
(Children classified
classified as
as competent
competent readers
readers should
should be
be
able
able to
to score
score at
at approximately
approximately the
the 70th
70th percentile
percentile or
or better
better on
on aa standardized
standardized
reading
test).
reading test) .
What
What

(1)
(1)

% of
of the
the competent
competent readers
readers in
in your
your class
class could
could pass
pass the
the following
following sub-test?
sub-test?

%

Level C-Test
C-Test 22
Level
Consonants
Consonants and
and
Their Variant
Variant Sounds
Sounds
Their

fewer
fewer
than
than 75%
75%

(2)

Level C-Test 44
Level
Long Vowel
Vowel Sounds
Sounds
Long

fewer
fewer
than 75%
75%
than

(3)

Level C-Test
C-Test 10
10
Level
Two Vowels Together

fewer
fewer

(4)

Level
Level C-Test
C'-Tes t 11
11

fewer
fewer

Final Vowel

than 75%

(5)
( 5)

-

75-84%
75-84%

85-89%
85-89%

--

-

75-84%

than 75%-

95-97%
95-97%
—

85-89%

90-94%

75-84%

85-89%

90-94%

75-84%

--

98-100%
98—

95-97%
95-97%

98-100%
98-100?

95-97?
95-97%

98-10Cl".

85-89%

95-97%
90-94% -- 95-97^

98-100",

90-94% -- 95-97%
9S-97'0

9S-100'.

qn90-94 %
95-97%
-- 95-97%

98-1S":;:,
98-

--

Level
Level D-Test
D-Test 2

Three
Three Letter
Letter

fewer
fewer

B le:ods
Consonant Blends

than 75%

75-84%

85-89%

Level
Level D-Test
D-Tes t 3
3
Lc ~ ter::;
Silent
Silcr.t Letters

fewer
fewer
than
than 75%
is ..

75-84%
75-tl4%

85-89%
85-89%

(7)
(7)

Level
D-Tes t 44
Level D-Test

rewer

Syllabicatior.
Syllabication

than 75% -

(8)
(8)

Level
['-,est 55
Level D-Test

fewer
fewer

Accent
Accent

than 75%
75%
than

(6)
(6)

90-94%
90-94%

fewer
than 75%

--

75-84 %
85-89%
90-94%
95-97%
98-100%
75-84%_
90-94%_
98-100?
-- 85-89%_
-- 95-97%_
75-84%
75-84%

85-89%
85-89%

Would you
Would
you like
like the
the results
results of
of this
this survey
survey sent
sent to
to you?
you?
SIL)E OF
USE
USE REVERSE
REVERSE SIDE
t'N2R FOR
OF PAPER
FOR ADDITIONAL
ADDITIC~lAL COMMENTS.
C2~1...'-1ENTS •

90-94%
90-Qdt

yes

95-97%
q^.cn.

nO

98-100°,
oo.inn,
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Table 1
Resul
ts of
Results
of Survey
Survey of
of 21
21 Teachers
Teachers Regarding
Regarding the
the Ability of
of Their Competent Readers
Readers to
to
Pass Certain C-Level Word
Word Attack Tests
Tests on the Wisconsin Design

Grade Taught by Teacher
*Per Cent
Cent of
of Students
Students
*Per
Who Could
Could Pass
Pass Test
Test
Who

(n = 8)
8)
33 (n

(n = 7)
7)
4 (n

(n = 6)
55 (n
6)

Their Variant
Variant Sounds
Sounds
Consonants and Their

*Less than 75%
**Less
75-84%
75-84%
85-89%
85-89%
90-94%
90-94%
95-97%
95-97%
98-100%
98-100%

0
0

0
3
00
33
0

1
0

3rd-grade average=86.8%

0

4th-grade average-91.4%
average=91.4%
5th-grade average=91.5%

Long Vowel Sounds

Less than 75%
Less
75-84%
75--84%
85--89%
85-89%
90-94%
90--94%

3rd-grade average-83.
1%
average-83.1%

0

4th-grade averagc-93.4%
average=93.4%
0

9~~i66i
9^-lUl

5th-grade average=91.5%
Two Vowels Together

Less
Less

than
than

75%
75%

0
0

75-84%
75-84%

0
1

85-89%
85-89%

3rd-grade average-83.53
average-83.5%
3rd-grade

0
0
0

90-94%
90-94%

3
3

95-97%
95-97%
98-100%
98-100%

0
0

3

average=92.9%
4th-grade average=92.93
average=94.0%
5th-grade average=94.0%

Final Vowel
Vowel
Final

Less
Less

than
than

75%
75%

0

75-84%
75-84%

0
0

85-89%
85-89%

0

90-94%
90-94%

3

95-97%
95-"7%

2

98-100%
98-100%

0

average=82.3%
3rd-grade average=82
.39<
average=91.9%
4th-grade average=91.9%
average=94.5%
5th-grade average=94.5%

1

*There were 2 third-,
third-. 3 fourth-,
fourth-. and 2 fifth-grade
fifth-grade teachers
teachers who stated that
that their
*There
were approximate.
estimates were
**In
the scores,
scores. the
the category "Less
"Less than 75%"
75%" counted
counted as 70%.
70%.
**In averaging the
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Table 2
Resu1 ts of Survey of 21
21 Teachers Regarding the
the Ability of
of Their Competent Readers to
to
Results
Pass Certain
Certain D-Level
D-Leve1 Word
Word Attack
Attack Tests
Tests on
on the
the Wisconsin
Wisconsin Design
Design
Pass

Tauylll by
L>y Tt
Tea<.:ner
Grade Taught,

*Per Cent
Cent of
of Students
Students
*Per

3 (n

=

8)

4

(n

=

7)

(n = 6)
6)
5 (n

Who Could
Could Pass
Pass Test
Test
Who
Three Letter
Letter Consonant
Consonant Blends
Blends
Three

**Less
75%
than 75%
•Less than
75-84%
75-84%
85-89%
85-89%
90-94%
90-94%
95-97%
95-97%
98-100%
98-100%

0
0
1

0

0

0
3
00
3

3rd-grade average=87.3*
average=87.3"
4th-grade average=94.6%

5th-grade
5th-grade average=91.5%

0

Letters
Silent
Silent Letters

Less
Less

than
than

average=78.6",
3rd-grade average=78.
6':

75%
75*

75-84%
75-84?

0
4

85-89%
85-893

4th-grade average=89.7°
average=89.7'6

90-94%
90-943
5th-grade average=91.3°
average=91.3°0

95-97%
95-97%
98-100%
98-100%

0
Syllabication

Less
Less

than
than

75%
75%

0

75-84%
75-84%

2

85-89%
85-89%

1

90-94%
90-94%

2

95-97%
95-97%
98-100%
98-1003

0
0

0

3rd-grade average
= 74. 6°.
average=74.
4th-grade average=76.6%
average=76.6',

average=88. 3",
5th-grade average=88.3°

1

Accent

Less
Less than
than 75%
75%
75-84%
75-84%
85'-89%
85-89%
90-94%
90-94%
95-97%
95-97%
98-100%
98-100%

1

average=73.8°
3rd-grade averaqe=73.8~

1

3

average=74.63
4th-grade average=74.6";

1

0

5th-grade average=83.8%
average=83.83

0

*There were
were 2 third-, 3 fourth-, and 2 fifth-grtade teachers who stated that their
estimates were approximate.

* *In
'In averaging the scores, the category "Less than 75%" counted as 70%.
70% .

AN INVENTORY FOR ASSESSMENT

OF ORAL LANGUAGE PRODUCTION
Dr. Joyce M. Hamrick
Dr.
TROY STATE UNIVERSITY, DOTHAN, ALABAMA

resources of a child's oral
How can teachers measure the untapped resources
can the teacher use to observe language patterns that
language? What tool can
the student's reading achievement? Questions as
may enhance or retard the
these are asked, studied, and the results observed. The tests devised to

definitive statement: In terms of
answer these questions have led to one definitive
behavior, reading achievement and subsequent learnings are
specific behavior,
determined by the effect of a language pattern influenced by appropriate or
inappropriate cognitive thought.
The various
various cognitive levels of
of oral language production have been
examined and it has been found that the construction and formation of
associations gauge
gauge development and facility. The language
word associations
development of children denotes a sequential pattern of word association
developing from unrelated, to divergent (syntagmatic), to convergent
responses. The possible
(paradigmatic) responses.
possible effect of a child's language pattern
is not equivocally known; however, it may
on his reading achievement is
exultimately enhance or retard learning performance. Deficits in prior ex
perience or prior learning
learning can handicap a child in developing oral responses
needed in language development.
that it may be the child's
The teacher must keep in mind the possibility
possibility that
background experiences, physiological
physiological development, or other factors
hindering the development of language, and not the child's innate cognitive
cognitive
ability.
Development from the concrete level
level of cognitive thought to the abab
stract level
level is
is that process
process which enables the child to successfully
successfully process
process
information through language levels and thus facilitate achievement in
reading.
It has
has long been this
this educator's thought that there must be
be an informal
test
test instrument that could help the teacher determine a student's level
level of
language development.
development. In this
this way, the teacher would
would be assisted
assisted in
teaching to those
those deficits
deficits in a particular child's language production.
level of language
A tool to aid the teacher in determining students' level
development
development isis presented here.
here. An example of a teacher-made test
test using
levels of cognitive
cognitive (paradigmatic) language responses
responses to aid in
the four levels
reading achievement are as
as follows:
follows:
The first
first level
level of language responses involves the relation of contrast:
hot-cold; up-down.
The second level
level of responses
responses to
to be
be evaluated isis the relation of wholewholepart:
part: hand-finger; head-eye.
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Relations are used to evaluate the responses
responses which
which are used to produce
an observable product of the intellect. Does
Does the child respond to aa stimulus
level (in word from experience (in - the kitchen) or from the language level
out)?
The third level
level of language responses is
is the
ihe coordinate class: car truck;
cat-dog. The coordinate class
class of responses are units of language that have
been compared and found to have observable similarities, i.e., car-truck
are vehicles.
level of responses is
is that of super-ordz'nate
super-ordinate
The fourth and highest level
responses: morning-time; oak-tree. The super-ordinate system of responses
tie together several classes because of a broader relation.
level of products of the intellect enable the child to sucsuc
These four level
cessfully perform on tests measuring reading achievement.
The preliminary studies conducted using this Oral Language Inventory
indicates that those children with achievement scores
scores on or above grade
level
level also exhibit appropriate language level
level scores. Conversely, those
level
students with predominantly syntagmatic responses had below grade level
achievement test scores.
The results of this preliminary study indicate positive
positive correlation
between achievement test scores
scores and oral language production. It is
is felt
that scores obtained on the Oral Language Inventory can provide the
acclassroom and special reading teacher with an instrument for more ac
can
curate evaluation of oral language production. Thus, the teacher can
provide more effective instruction in reading skills.
skills.
This observation began with two questions: How and with what can the
The Oral Language Inventory is
is
teacher measure a child's oral language? The
proffered here as an aid for the classroom teacher in an attempt to answer
these questions.
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REQUIRED PREPARATION IN

READING FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS
Wolter J. Lamberg
Walter
UNIVERSITY OF
OF TEXAS
TEXAS AT
AT AUSTIN
AUSTIN
UNIVERSITY

Introduction
Introduction

In Fall, 1977, a survey was conducted on requirements for secondary
the area
area of reading instruction. Information from state cer
certeachers in the

tifying agencies
The
agencies show
show a majority of states have some requirements. The
results of the survey,
survey, when compared to results of two earlier surveys,
surveys, show
increasing interest in secondary reading.
The Survey

As the
the Undergraduate Adviser for Secondary English and Reading, I
inwas interested in the nature and extent of required preparation in in
struction in reading. Officials responsible for teacher certification in all
and the District of Columbia were sent a questionnaire. The following
states and
information was requested: (1) whether or not there were requirements, (2)
the number of required hours of course work, (3) the "content" of required
esta blish requirements,
courses, and (4) whether or not there was a move to establish
in the event no requirements were in effect. All agencies responded. Six
substituted

or

added

statements

from

their

offices

which

detailed

requirements; the rest returned the completed questionnaire.
Results
Results
51 agencies,
Of the 51
agencies, 30 had some kind of requirement, as reported in
Table I. Twenty-three required 3 or more hours of course work.
work. Three
hours were the minimum required (by 15
15 states); 12 was
was the maximum.
Seven
Seven agencies had an unspecified number of hours. Two agencies required
a demonstration of knowledge or competence, but did not require course
work.
work.
Twenty-one agencies had requirements for all secondary teachers. Five
had requirements only for secondary English teachers; 3, only for SeconSecon
dary Reading teachers. One state indicated that only some (unspecified)
teacher education programs had requirements.
Agencies were asked
asked to indicate which of the following areas of reading
were required: (1)
(1) content-area (i.e., reading directly related to subjectareas, such as English, Social Studies, Science, and Mathematics); (2)
developmental reading (development of general areas of comprehension,
vocabulary, and flexibility; not necessarily directly related to subjects); (3)
remedial (for students with reading difficulties); and (4) beginning (for
students unable to read). Four agencies required coursework which covered
all four areas of reading. One state required the first three areas. Four
required content-area and developmental reading. Eight required only
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content-area reading;
reading; one
one agency,
agency, only
only developmental.
developmental. Eleven
Eleven states did
did
content-area
not indicate
indicate the
the area
area of
of reading.
reading.
not
Twenty-one
Twenty-one states
states had
had no
no requirements.
requirements. Of
Of those,
those, 12
12 indicated
indicated that
that
there was
was prf'sf'ntly
presently aa ('onsiof'ration
consideration of
of thf'
the possibility
possibility of
of f'stahlishing
establishing
thf'rf'
requirementss
rrflllirrmrnt
Conclusions
A
A study by
by Estes
Estes and Piercey,
Piercey, in 1973,
1973, found 17
17 percent of the states
states had
A study by
requirements in reading instruction for secondary teachers. A
Bader, in 1975,
1975, found 35
35 percent.
percent. The present study
study found 59
59 percent. The
study by Bader found that 55
55 percent either had, or were
were considering
having, requirements. The present
present study
study found
found that 82
82 percent
percent had, or
having,
were considering having, requirements.
The majority of states
states with
with requirements
requirements had them for
for all
all secondary
secondary
teachers. A
A minority limited
limited requirements
requirements to secondary
secondary English
English and
teachers.
work was
was on content-area
Reading teachers. The emphasis in course work
reading.
results of three surveys show
showthat
secondaryteachers
expected to
The results
that secondary
teachers are expected
be knowledgeable of reading instruction and to apply
apply that knowledge in the
context of content-area or subject-matter instruction. During the 1970's
increasinglymore
states have
have established
established requirements.
requirements.
increasingly
more states
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Table 11
Table

Secondary
Reading Requirements
Requirements
Secondary Reading
State
State

Hours
a rs
Ho

Notes
Notes

State
State

Hours
Hours

Notes
Notes

Alabama
Alabama
Alaska
Alaska

*

Arizona
Arizona

66

Unspecified hours
hours
Unspecified

Nebraska
Nebraska

Arkansas
Arkansas

Nevada
Nevada

California
California

44

Colorado
Colorado

*

Connecticut
Connecticut

33

Or by
by examination
Or
Unspecified hours

Delaware
Delaware
D.C.
D.C.

*

Florida
Florida

*

Georgia

55

Hawaii
Hawaii

*

Idaho
Idaho
Illinois
Illinois
Indiana
Indiana
Iowa
Iowa
Kansas
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Louisiana
Maine
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Missouri

Montana
Montana

Unspecified hours
One
One or
or more
more courses
courses
Quarter Hours:
Eng. only
only
Sec. Eng.
Some programs

33

33

Sec. Eng. only

66
99

Sec. Reading Teachers
only

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

33

33
33

New
New Hampshire
Hampshire
New
New Jersey
Jersey
New
New Mexico
Mexico
New
New York
York
North
North Carolina
Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Tennessee
Texas
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Vermont

Sec. Eng. only

66
33

6,1980
6, 1980

33

*

Unspecified
Un~pecified hours

33

33

33

Sec.
Sec. Eng. only

33

33
*

66

12
33
33

Sec. Eng.
Eng. only
Competency required
Sec. Rdg. Teh.
Tch. only
Sec. Rdg. Teh.
Tch. only
only

THE ROLE AND FUNCTION OF
INFORMAL READING EVALUATION
Donald C.
C. Cushenberry
UNIVERSITY OF
OF NEBRASKA
NEBRASKA A
AT
OMAHA
UNIVERSITY
T OMAHA

Many persons have developed the understanding that the evaluation of
aa given student's reading ability must take the form of the administration of
stan
aa commerical, standardized reading test. Though the results of a stantest can be valuable,
valuable, secondary
secondary teachers need to develop
develop an
dardized test
evaluation model which encompasses
encompasses a number of factors. These aspects
aspects
would include commercial tests,
tests, informal techniques, observational
devices, and the study of past reading performance data accrued by
by a
devices,
reader.
In many ways, informal reading tests
tests may be more useful
useful and practical
than the typical standardized reading achievement test.
first place,
test. In the
thefirst
Second,
the validity and reliability of such instruments vary considerably. Second)
since they are norm-referenced with a large general population they are
unlikely to measure those exact skills
skills and competencies which have been
by a particular content teacher. Third)
promoted by
Third, lhere
there are many aspects of
skill development which cannot be evaluated by a timed, pencilreading skill
and-paper test that is not related to current class materials.
Because of these inherent limitations, all secondary teachers should
should be
Because
aware of the role and nature of various
various informal reading techniques and
devices for the purpose
purpose of collecting pertinent data which will
will serve as a
basis for formulating appropriate teaching strategies.3
strategies. 3 The purpose
purpose of this
this
article is to describe the procedures for constructing and administering
measures. Attendant explanations relating to the proper analysis
informal measures.
of the
rhe test results
results and how
how this information may be used for improving
reading instruction are
are included.

The Oral Reading Test
After determining the grade level
level difficulty of a given text or article
After
class, ask each student
student to read
read orally from the material.
being used by the class,

Each student should be asked to read a 200-word passage. During the oral
reading exercise the teacher
teacher should make a careful analysis
analysis of all oral
reading
committed during the
reading errors (omissions, substitutions, or refusals) committed
reading exercise. If he/she makes more than ten errors, the reading

material may be
be at
at frustration level for
for the
the student and should not
not be used
used
fe\,ver than four oral reading mistakes,
for that student. If the reader makes fewer
the
the printed matter may be too easy.
A
A Sight
Sight Word Test
the same
same material
material alluded
alluded to
to in
in the
the previous
previous section,
section, aa formal
formal
Using the
sight vocabulary
vocabulary test
test can
can be
be constructed.
constructed. By
By the
the use
use of
of aa systemized
systemized samsamsight
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pling
pIing technique, a collection of 30 sight words can be employed. These
selected by listing every eighth word in a typical 250 word
words can be selected
passage
book or article. This technique should prove to be a good
passage of the book
sampling device
device since both simple as
as well
well as more complex words will
will be
inch pieces of
chosen. Each word selected can be printed on three by five inch
white cardboard and flashed, one at a time, for one to two seconds for each

word. The student who is reading at the readability level of the book should
25 words which are flashed.
be able to pronounce correctly at least 23 of the 25
Those who cannot demonstrate competency at this level
level should use easier
easier
books.
books.

The Cloze Procedure
Procedure

One of the most efficient methods of evaluating the vocabulary and
concept formation of students is to administer a cloze
cloze test.2
test. 2 The following
steps should be observed in developing the test:
bee!1
1. Select a 425-word passage from a book or article which has been
determined to be at grade level difficulty.
2. Duplicate the passage leaving the first sentence intact. Beginning with
the second sentence, leave every eighth word blank until there are fifty
blanks in evidence. (The only exceptions to this practice would be first
last words of
and last
of sentences and proper nouns.)
3. Ask each student to complete the test, writing the most appropriate
word for each of the blanks on the test. Only answers which correspond
with the words from the original source should be counted.
exactly with
4. The following standard should be used in evaluating test performance:
0·18 correct0-18
correct
book or article is too difficult for the student.
19-25
19 -25 correct - book is proper for the reader.
26·50 correct-material
26-50
correct material is too easy for the student.
It is important to employ
employ the results of the cloze test with the data
derived from other evaluative techniques before decisions are
are made
concerning a student's reading ability.

Group Informal Reading Inventory
A quick assessment of a given student's ability to read and comprehend
involves the selection of four
four to five pages
pages of
classroom reading matter involves
material to be read silently by all class members. A ten-question test should
combe constructed and administered. Questions used for checking com
items.l All
prehension should include literal and interpretative type items.1
students who score at a level of at least 80 percent on the test can probably
use that reading book or article for everyday assignments. Any student who
scores below 70 percent might possess
possess serious reading problems and may
have great difficulty in "handling" the books or other materials from which
the test was taken. These readers will
will need several types of differentiated
reading aids if assignments are to be completed successfully.

Functional Reading Test
Test

One of the best methods of determining the ability of a learner to use a
is to construct an examination which requires him/her to
content textbook is
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locate data
data of
of aa precise
precise nature.
nature. Approximately
Approximately ten
ten questions which
which are
locate
similar to
to the
the following
following may
may be
be constructed:
constructed:
similar
1. On
On what
what page(s)
page(s) would
would you
you find
find information
information about Sterling].
Sterling J. Morton?
Morton?
1.
2. On what page docs
docs Chaptcr
Chapter ~3 of Part III begin?
begin?
on page 287.
287. ''''hich
Which city
city in
in Brazil
Brazil has the largest
3. Examine the map OIl
population?
4. Look at the graph on page 49.
49. In what year
year did Nebraska have the most
4.
confirmed tornadoes?
tornadoes?
confirmed
5. How many chapters does this book contain?
Any
Any student who
who misses
misses more than two
two items on the ten-question test
test
may need corrective
corrective reading instruction with respect
respect to
to certain aspects
aspects of
may
skill development.
functional reading skill
Summary

Reading evaluation for secondary
secondary students must
must be broader in scope
scope
than the use of one or more commercial standardized instruments. The
tests which
which have been described in this article will provide
informal reading tests
all content teachers with valuable tools
tools for evaluating such important
all
as a learner's instructional reading level,
level, vocabulary proficiency,
aspects as
and comprehension abilities. The data from these techniques should be
used
used with results
results obtained from
from other evaluative
evaluative devices to
to help each
teacher develop appropriate lesson
lesson plans for every student.
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C-:mtact
Contact is
is the
the basic
basic word
word in
in education.
education. It
It means
means that
that the
the teacher
teacher
must relate himself to his students not as one brain to other
brains
- but as
brains- aa well-developed brain
brain to
to still
still undeveloped ones
ones—but
as
one being
being to
to other
other beings; .....
What isis required
required isis not
not merely aa
one
. . . What
search
search for
for information
information from
from below and
and aa handing down
down of inin
formation
nor aa mere
mere interchange
interchange of questions and
and
formation from
from above, nor
answers, but a genuine dialogue into which the teacher must enter
unselfconsciously ....
. . . .''
directly and unselfconsciously
If ever there
there were aa teaching method tailor-made for
for "genuine
dialogue" between and
and among teachers and
and learners, itit isis epitomized by
by
instructional procedures of the
the language-experience approach. As reported
in this publication, action research in this area demonstrates this
repeatedly. In the first section of the volume, Stauffer discusses
discusses the
high competencies in
dimensions of a sound reading program leading to high
of a scholar, of
of a citizen and of
of
responsible choices for "freedoms of self, of
he advances certain convictions about the characteristics
mankind." Here, he
of the
the reading process, and
and practices which further its
its effective develop
development, mastery, and utilization. Over and over
over again,
again, through such phrases
phrases
ment,
as "evaluate
"evaluate process," "active searching and decision making," "continuous
"continuous
as
of concept
reciprocity of language and thought," and "functional contexts" ofconcept
acquiring the cognitive skills
and language learning, he emphasizes that acquiring
reading achievements of a scholar requires
necessary to attain the versatile reading
competent instruction, constant interaction, and conscientious, intentional
study. Everywhere, today, teachers are faced with more and greater
pressures topush,
to push, for completion of schedules; toproduce,
to produce, for compilation
compilation
perform, for competitive scrutiny; and toprove
to prove that
that standard
standard
of scores; to perform,
curriculum by fiat produces popular scholarship. To help their students
achieve high competencies, reading teachers must be able to distinguish
between methods
methods based
based uponsound,
upon sound, compatible
compatible pedagogy and
and philosophy,
between
and those
those dictated
dictated by
by the
the time-consuming
time-consuming trivialities
trivialities of
of many
many of
of the
the newer,
newer,
and
basal
basal "delivery
"delivery and
and management
management systems."
systems." This
This author
author provides
provides good
good
direction for
for determining
determining where/how
where/how to
to delegate
delegate priorities
priorities of
of teachingtime
teaching time
direction
and
and energy
energy so
so that
that these
these two
two precious
precious elements
elements will
will be
be conserved
conserved and
and
enhanced, not
not wasted
wasted nor
nor diminished,
diminished, and
and so
so that
that the
the mind-nourishing,
mind-nourishing,
enhanced,
thinking process
process of
of reading
reading may
may not
not be
be sacrificed
sacrificed upon
upon the
the altar
altar of
of
thinking

I

Martin Buber,
Buber. The
The Way
Way of
ofResponse,
Response, p.
p. 94.
94. NewYork:
New York: Schocken
Schocken Books,
Books. 1975.
1975.
Martin
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ephemeral
ephemeral success
success in
in completion of
of the next level text/workbook. To this
end, Stauffer
Stauffer sets
sets forth
forth certain
certain convictions:
convictions:
end,

1.
1. The
The reading
reading process
process is
is akin
akin to
to the
the thinkingprocess.
thinking process. Cognitive
Cognitive
rt'quirt'o in the
tht' fruitful search
st'arch for meaning
mt'aning constitute the
actions required
most striking features of
of the
the process;
most
2. Command of the reading-thinking
reading-thinking process is developed best
in the dynamics of a group situation. Actions involving searching
and decision making are focused on cognitive enrichment, with
resulting development of processes of thinking and logical methods
of inquiry;
of
3. Group directed reading-thinking activities provide the group
with useful ways
ways of behaving, helping
helping the individual
individual members
members to
with
know themselves and their
their limitations, and to be self-generative in
lea~ning;
their learning;
Utilizing the principles
principles and practices associated with the
4. Utilizing
structured, multivaried and adaptive language-experience approach
approach
is the best way to take advantage of the linguistic,
linguistic, experiential and
these functional
cognitive maturity that children possess. Through these
word recognition and comprehension
comprehension
strategies children acquire word
power; they also learn to transfer these powerssuccessfully
powers successfully to many
printed sources;
5. The
The school library, together with public libraries
libraries and
classroom libraries, must provide the hub of a sound reading in
inclassroom
have the potential to
struction program. These multi-media centers have
desire to read;
capture interest and to promote a taste for the desire
6. To
To read is
is to comprehend and to manipulate concepts;
is of primary importance in reading
therefore, concept development is
instruction. Concepts are not acquired by explanations and
memorization, but through experiencing them in their functional
contexts; and
7. The efficient reader is the versatile reader. Sound and
thorough reading instruction, with purposes for reading as
as the
principal determiners, will
will demand decisions
decisions on adjustment of rate;
rate of comprehension becomes
becomes more important than rate of
reading.
Recognition of the foregoing
foregoing components
components and provlSlon
provision for their inin
clusion/facilitation in the reading program, not on aa short tenn
term basis,
basis, but
across
across the years,
years, will
will help children acquire and refine their cognitive
cognitive skills.
skills.
Thus, may their minds grow
grow to
to the "disciplined and dignified, competent
set
and productive, vigilant and independent." In such an instructional setting,
ting, much isis required of teachers
teachers in
in tenns
terms of time,
time, competencies,
competencies, personal
involvement.
involvement, confidence, and energy spent on improvement of classroom
learning, which, in itself.
itself, is
is aa just reward.
To be effective.
effective, teachers and others interested in improving classroom
instruction
instruction in
in the
the reading-thinking
reading-thinking processes
processes must
must work
work through
through first-hand
first-hand
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experiences -examining, altering, and refining the dynamics of
classroom experiences—examining,
in the
instruction. It is that kind of action research, carried on by teachers in
field, in actual schools and classrooms throughout the country that are
reported in this volume. Other teachers may find these descriptions helpful
and stimulating, even desirable for replication. Instructors in reading
clinics/teacher-training institutions should find many ideas here to discuss
and explore.
The author and compiler of this text admits that research reported here
represents functional, rather than final, truths. Nevertheless, he maintains
imthat certain trends established in some of the studies have important im
plications; at the same time, he suggests that what is needed are more and
varied studies in many of these same areas. Perhaps, there are even larger
goals at stake than heretofore realized, or
or even suspected. One of
of the most
is the short report of the C. vanEyk Grobler
intriguing bits in the whole text is
study regarding channeling of aggression. It arouses speculation as to what
other areas of social thinking/behavior might be influenced by the L.E.A.
approach, implemented through Directed Reading-Thinking Activity
procedures. How is freedom of critical thinking that involves active parpar
ticipation of the thinking subject related to social thinking and social
reality? The one crucial variable in all the important reading research
burgeoning out of the federal grants to education in the sixties and early
seventies was a human factor, the teacher. It may be that the most
skills for independent, disciplined
significant result of teaching cognitive skills
is to make it possible for masses
masses of people to live on this
decision-making is
beings .
earth and enjoy life together as fully valued human beings.
is not meant to stop working when it comes to
. . . . our intellect is
....
social relations .... an intellectual development that stops short of
is bound to be experienced today as incomplete and
the social reality is
irrelevant.

Education for thinking, therefore, has as its most important
indirect goal helping individuals to take an active, intelligent part in
society, from personal relations within a family to
shaping the life of society,
attitudes toward people living in other countries and under different
systems. As with other activities, the age range of the
social systems.
is a most necessary and at the same time a
elementary school period is
thinking. 2
most promising period for laying the foundation of social thinking.2

G. Furth, Piaget
Piaget for
JOT Teachers, pp. 129 and 130.
130. Englewood Cliffs,
Cliffs, N.J.
N.J.:
22 Hans G.
Prentice·Hall. Inc., 1970.
Prentice-Hall,

QUICK REVIEWS
Homer Carter
Corter Reading Council
Barron, Roderick W., Linnea
Linnea C. Ehri, and Jeffrey M.
M. Feldman, The
The
Recognition of Words. International Reading Association, 800
Box8139,
Barksdale Road, P.O. Box
8139, Newark, Delaware 19711.

The Recognition of Words by Barron, Ehri,
Ehri, and Feldman is the
series on "The Development of the Reading
third title in an IRA series
Process. "
Process."

The series is organized around the notion that the child's reading
behavior, among other things, is a developmental phenomenon. In
The Recognition of Words)
Words, Linnea Ehri proposes a general model
for the recognition of words which requires that various aspects of
into the child's
words must be amalgamated and assimilated into
previously constructed linguistic systems.

Berger, Allen and Anne Werdman, "Listening and Auding Activities and
Research." The EnglishJournal,
EnglishJournal) Vol. 67, #5, May 1978; pp. 36-39.
The authors stress the millions of dollars lost each year because
of poor listening habits,
habits. together with the emotional distress and
listening to the needs of ourselves
ourselves
anguish caused in part by our not listening
and others. They feel teachers must learn and teach better listening.
With this in mind, they present fifteen classroom activities
~ctivities which
can be used as presented, or in modified version, for children of all
can
ages and backgrounds. Also,
AIso~ they laud the
the steady increase in
listening research in the past twenty-five years.

Cleary, Donna McKee, Thinking Thursdays: Language Arts in the Reading
Lab. International Reading Association, 800 Barksdale Road, P.O.
Box 8139, Newark, Delaware 19711.
This 87-page book reveals a creative and humanistic method for
approaching reading problems of the secondary student.
Author Donna Cleary feels
feels thinking is what reading and learning
is all about and that students experiencing difficulty need warmth,
love and success in their reading program.
Citron. Abraham F., "All the Way with Phonics," Spelling Progress
Progress
Citron,
(Summer. 1978)
Bulletin, (Summer,
1978) 2:15-18.

Through extensive experimentation in the Detroit Public Schools
success rate for spelling is
Citron has drawn the conclusion that the success
is employed.
significantly higher when a phonic system of teaching is
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While there
there are
are many
many proposals
proposals and
and ideas
ideas for
for changing
changing our
our
While

present
present system,
system, Citron
Citron suggests
suggests one
one similar
similar to
to that
that chosen
chosen by
by the
the
Australian Teachers
Teachers Federation
Federation where
where one
one change
change to
to bring
bring the
the
Australian
phonemic system
system back
back in
in line
line to
to an
an alphabetic
alphabetic one
one isis made
made every
every
phonemic
four
four years.
years. This
This would
would allow
allow for
for necessary
necessary changes
changes and
and adjustments
adjustments
over aa long
long period
periodof
oftime.
time.
over

Examples
Examples of
of advantages
advantages and
and research
research experience
experience areprovided
are provided to
to

support the
the proposal.
proposal.
support
Fay, Leo,
Leo, "Spelling
"Spelling and
Fay,
and Reading:
Reading: How
How are
are They
They Related,"
Related," Spelling
Spelling

Progress Bulletin,
Bulletin) (Summer,
(Summer, 1978)2:11-12.
1978) 2:11-12.
Progress

The
The relationship
relationship between
between spelling
spelling and
and reading
reading has
has long
long been
been
debated.
debated. While
While there
there are
are definite
definite commonalities
commonalities between
between the
the poor
poor
speller and poor reader, the relationship between the
th, good readerand good speller-poor reader isless
is less understood.
underslood.
poor speller andgood
Most problems stem from English spelling inconsistencies and
into
teaching techniques. Teachers are cautioned to take both into
account but to avoid confusing the important differences in the
encoding and decoding processes involved in spelling and reading
respectively.
Learning)
Graves, Donald H., "Balance the Basics: Let them Write," Learning,
1978) 8:30-33.
(April, 1978)8:30-33.
to provoke controversy, this timely article deals with the
the
Sure to
current
neglected state of
writing in
y.
currentneglected
ofwriting
in American schools toda
today.
the importance of
of writing as
as aa
Donald Graves emphasizes the
complex
complex discipline
discipline that
that develops
develops aa person's
person's intelligence
intelligence and
and ability
ability
to analyze
analyze and
and synthesize
synthesize many
many levels
levels of
of thinking.
thinking. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately,
to
due to
reasons, writing is rarely taught or
even valued in
to aa myriad of
ofreasons,
oreven
in
education according to the author.
The
The mutually
mutually beneficial
beneficial relationship
relationship between reading
reading and
and
writing
writing isis explored.
explored. However,
However, Graves
Graves feels
feels that
that the
the concern
concern with
with
reading
reading isis aa "national
"national neurosis"
neurosis" and
and has
has directly
directly contributed
contributed to
to the
the
decline
decline of
of teaching
teaching writing.
writing.
A lucid
lucid and
and well
well thought
thought out
out "process-conference
"process-conference approach"
approach" to
to
A
the
the teaching
teaching of
ofwriting
writing isis defined
defined that
that would
would eliminate
eliminate many
many of
ofthe
the
traditional
traditional pitfalls
pitfallsof
of teaching
teaching writing.
writing.

Harper, Robert
Robert J.,
J., and
and Gary
Gary Kilarr,
Kilarr, eds.,
eds., Reading
Reading and
and the
the Law)
Law, InterInter
Harper,
national Reading
Reading Association,
Association, 800
800 Barksdale
Barksdale Road,
Road, P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 8139,
8139,
national
Newark,
Newark, Delaware
Delaware 1971l.
19711.
Willminimal
minimal literacy
literacystandards
standardsfor
graduationand
andfunding
fundingturn
turn
Will
for graduation
into
into maximum
maximum standards?
standards? What
What kind
kind of
of reading
reading will
will the
the law
law
prescribe?
prescribe? Are
Are the
the Basic
Basic assumptions
assumptions that
that underlie
underlie the
the present
present
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relationshipbetween
lawand
readingaccurate?
accurate?
relationship
between law
and reading
These
Reading and
the Law)
These and
andsimilar
similarquestions
questions are
areraised
raised ininReading
andthe
Law,
edited
edited by
byRobert
RobertJ.J. Harper
Harper II,
II, Lawyer's
Lawyer'sCommittee
Committee for
for Civil
Civil Rights
Rights
lJncit"r
.(lW, elno
Under ILaw,
and Celry
Gary Kilarr,
Kilarr, Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute
Institute and
and
Statt"
StateUnivt"Tsity,
University, aa joint
jointpuhli'eltion
publication by
bythe
the Intt"rnaliollal
International Reading
Reading
Association
Association and
and the
the Educational
Educational Resources
Resources Information
Information Center
Center
(ERIC)
(ERIC) Clearinghouse
Clearinghouse on
on Reading
Reading and
and Communication
Communication Skills.
Skills. AA
compilation
compilation of
of the
the writings
writings of
of various
various authors,
authors, this
this text
text raises
raises
provocative
provocative questions
questions in
in order
order to
to provide
provide information
information and
and to
to enen
courage
that posed
courage the
the awareness
awareness of
of aa very
very complex
complex problem
problem-—that
posed by
by
the relationship
relationship between
between law
law and
andreading.
reading.
the
Mountain,
Lee, Attention
Attention Span
Span Stories)
Stories, Jamestown
Jamestown Publishers,
Publishers, P.O.
P.O. Box
Box
Mountain, Lee,
6743,
6743, Providence,
Providence, Rhode
Rhode Island
Island 02940.
02940. 1978.
1978. Illustrated
Illustrated by
by David
David
Ireland.
Ireland.
Jamestown
interest low
Jamestown publishers have
have presented
presented aa series of
ofhigh
highinterest
level
level reading
reading booklets
booklets that
that are
are both
both well
well constructed
constructed and
and beautifully
beautifully
illustrated.
The
The grade
grade 2-3
2-3 reading
reading level
level booklets
booklets are
are the
the "branching"
"branching" story
story
variety where
where aa student
student chooses
chooses the
the outcome
outcome from
from among
among 33
variety
possibilities.
possibilities. Author
Author Lee
Lee Mountain
Mountain has
has written
written exciting
exciting sequences
sequences
and
and follows up each "trip" with a unique system ofpressure
of pressure sensitive
picture
student places on worksheets in the back. The
picture stickers the student
to improve his
pupil then answers appropriate questions designed to
attention and concentration.
all involve trips
trips with varying outcomes. Students are
The series all
motivated through the exciting, well written material to explore all
the possibilities available. While these are most suitable for grades 6i 2, adult learners
iearners and capable upper elementary students would
12,
find
them of
of value
value also.
also.
find them
Myers, Miles,
Miles, "Five
"Five Approaches
Approaches to
to the
the Teaching
Teaching of
of Writing
Writing,"
Learning)
Myers,
" Learning;

(April,
(April, 1978)8:38-41.
1978) 8:38-41.
tried and
and proven
proven means
means for
for effective
effective teaching
teaching of
ofwriting
writing are
are
Five tried
Five

explained. These
These methods:
methods: the
the models
models approach,
approach, the
the steps
steps ap
apexplained.

proach. the
the sentence-combining
sentence-combining approach,
approach, the
the relationships
relationships ap
approach,
proach and
and the
the theory-of-the-world
theory-of-the-world approach
approach are
are not
not necessarily
necessarily
proach
new or
new
orgimmicky
gimmicky but
but are
are based
based on
on past
past practice
practice and
and research.
research.
Confusion in
in the
the field
field of
of teaching
teaching writing
writing has
has resulted
resulted in
in some
some
Confusion
chaos regarding
regarding techniques
techniques but
but author
author Miles
Miles Myers
Myers believes
believes that
that the
the
chaos
above. inin combination
combination or
or isolation
isolation depending
depending on
on individual
individual needs,
needs,
above,

still are
still
are the
thebest
bestmeans
meansfor
forproviding
providingasound
a soundapproach
approachto
towriting.
writing.
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Naumann,
Naumann, Nancy,
Nancy, "Anatomy
"Anatomy of
of aa Reading
Reading Problem,"
Problem," Learning
Learning
(May/June, 1978)6:80-83.
1978) 6:80-83.
(May/June,

An
An interesting
interesting solution
solution to
to the
the management
management of
of individualized
individualized
reading
readinginstruction.
instruction. Agreat
A great deal
deal ofsummertime
of summertimework
workturned
turnedoutto
out to
result in
in aa successful
successful reading
reading skills
skills program.
program. This
This may
may give
give you
you an
an
result

idea
idea about
about how
how you
you can
can spend
spend your
your summer
summer profitably.
profitably. Utilizes
Utilizes
existing materials in
in aa functional
functional manner.
manner.
existingmaterials
"Nonsense Word
Word Stories,"
Stories," (Idea
(Idea Place),
Place), Learning,
Learning) (April,
(April, 1978)
1978) 6:53.
6:53.
"Nonsense

Nonsense
Nonsense Word
Word Stories
Stories from
from Thinkerthings
Thinkerthings (duplicating
(duplicating masters
masters

published
published by
by Addison
Addison Wesley).
Wesley). Uses
Uses nonsense
nonsense words
words in
in logical
logical
context. Could
Could be
be used
used as
as model
model for
for similar
similar activities.
activities. Should
Should be
be
context.
stimulating and challenging
challenging for
for all
all levels.
levels.
stimulatingand
"Improving Language Arts
Arts
Osburn, Bess, and Gloria McDonell, "Improving
Instruction: A Three-Part Workshop." Language
Language Arts,
Arts) Vol. 55, #5,
pp. 591-595.
May 1978; pp.
feel that
that if reading skills are to be im
imOsburn and McDonell feel
of the in
inproved, classroom teachers must become aware of
to language processes so that instruction
terrelatedness of reading to

may be geared toward activities which reinforce all communication
this in mind,
mind, they
they have designed a series of workshops to
skills. With this
beused
by primary,
primary, upper
upper elementary,
elementary, or
orsecondary
school teachers,
teachers,
be
used by
secondary school
and describe
workshops have
describe them in
in detail.
detail. These
Theseworkshops
have been
been designed
designed to
to
develop
develop teachers'
teachers' understanding
understanding of
of the
the systems
systems which
which underlie
underlie
language and
and the
the language
language process,
process, and
and to
to provide
provide model
model activities
activities
language
which will support and
the language competencies.
and build on
onthelanguage
Paine,
Paine, Carolyn,
Carolyn, Ed.,
Ed., "If
"If II Read
Read This
This Book
Book ...
... Do
Do II Have
Have to
to Write
Write aa Book
Book
Report?"
Learning) (May/June,
9:64-65.
Report?"Learning,
(May/June, 1978)
1978)9:64-65.
Readers
tive approaches
Readers of
of Learning
Learning share
share some
some innova
innovative
approaches and
and
alternatives
alternatives to
to the
the typical
typical book
book report.
report.
Included are
are such
suchsuggestions
suggestions as
assecret
secretstudent
pen pals
palssharing
sharing
Included
student pen
ideas
ideas about
about books,
books, activity
activity cards
cards placed
placed in
in book
bookpockets,
pockets, pictorial
pictorial
book
correspondence between
book reporting,
reporting, letter
lettercorrespondence
between students
students in
in different
different
classes about
about books,
books, creating
creating art
art type
type "quilt"
"quilt" of
of books
books read
read by
by
classes
students with
with appropriate
appropriate data,
data, and
andcollecting
collecting various
various items
items related
related
students
to
to aa book
book inin aa brown
brown bag
bagtoto share
sharewith
withother
other classmates.
classmates. All
Allideas
ideas
presented
presentedmove
move away
awayfrom
fromthe
thestructured
structuredreport
reportform.
form.
Readers
Readers are
are asked
asked toto remember
remember that
that not
not every
every book
book needs
needs
reporting
reportingof
ofany
anytype;
type;free
freereading
readingshould
shouldbe
befree.
free.
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Robinson,
Robinson, Richard
Richard D.,
D., "Children's
"Children's Reading:
Reading: What
What Parents
Parents Can
Can Do
Do To
To
Help,"
Help," University
Universityof
ofMissouri-Columbia,
Missouri-Columbia, 1978.
1978.
This
This 16-page
16 page booklet
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